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The Sermam empire "both in tleeasy and reality reached its 
height in the late twelfth century* The lehenstaufen empercrsp 
and particularly Frederick ̂ .rharossap streve t© create their state 
in the image ©f the ©Id !©man empire with all its pewers and pre
rogative s« She ©ther states9 recognizing it as a major power in 
Bnropep accepted the hegemony of the empire in theory hot net really 
in practice when it interfered tee much with their ©wm endeavors =>

Beneath all its imperial splendor9 a danger lay concealed = 
the danger of having already reached the very peak of achievement®
She Hohenstaufen empire s though powerful and glorious ? exhausted the 
imperial idea® Jny further development of the state = as? for 
example p along national lines - was out of the fnest ion# being in- 
congruent with the theories upon which the empire was built * How
ever 9 the forces of destruction had been present for a long time and 
for centuries the imperial state had fought its two greatest foess 
overextension of imperial power and a recurring inner instability®
It was only when the firm hard of the Hohenstaufens was removed that1the empire collapsed®

©ne of the surest signs of these problems and their increas
ing magnitude was the trial of Henry the Mon® In the events that 
led to the Men's fall5 both the inner tumult and overextension of the 
empire were manifested® In one sense Henry was being punished for

Hans Brats (Heinrich der Herzog von Baiern und Sachsen
/heipzigg Verlag von So Hirzels 1865J p""p«' 1} prefaced his biography 
of the Mon with these words8 13Das Zeitalter der Kaiser aus dem
Hohenstaufisehen Sesehleehte bezelchnet in der Sesehiehte dee deut- 
sehen Mittelalters einen entseheidenden #endepunkt ® lEhrend die 
Maehtentfaltung des Eeiehs naeh auBen hin noch einmal einen gewal- 
tigen Aufsehwung nimmt, die j&utorit&t des deutsehen Herrsehers noch 
einmal von wahrhaft imperatom sehem ©lanse umstrahlt wird, sehlagt 
die Entwi eke lung der inneren VerhSltnisse des Eeiehs eine Eichtung 
ein9 die sehr bald zu einer tiefen Zersetzung fdhren, die es dami 
aueh bald des Slanses auSerer Eaehtvollkommeriheit berauben muBten^



not participating1 in the emperor"s Italian campaigns « ventures 
which actually exhausted the imperial resources® In another sense? 
and tMs is far more important here, the breakdown of the ©Id constit
ution with its wtribal-national*8 ideas was evident in the fall of 
the duke® This in turn gave rise to innumerable minor powers which 
in the centuries following would take advantage of the absence of 
strong central control and prevent the ultimate national unity of the 
German state®

The trial of 1180, with the multitude of problems and control 
versies that revolve around it, is a significant historical event 
in its own right® A full understanding of that event, however, re
quires a consideration of its background in the tremendous changes 
that were taking place in the twelfth century in the realm of polit
ical, philosophical, social, religious, and economic doctrines*

Ms a historical event Henry the Lion1 s conflict with his cou
sin Frederick Barbarossa was but a small part of the struggle betweenO %.v5 . ij-two dynastic factions, the Welfs and the Hohenstaufens® Bht 'thsrtrial 
involved much more than this! In its broader sense, the trial re
flects the culmination of the many trends that were swiftly leading 
to the destruction of the empire itself® Seen in this light, the fall 
of the Lion united the elements of disunity that had been growing 
over the previous centuries® Moreover, the trial exerted a tremend
ous influence upon the subsequent development of the empire® Henry 
had been the last powerful duke® With his influence gone, the lesser 
lords were busy parcelling out the empire into small territorial units

2Theodor Mayer, in the conclusion of his work done in colla
boration with Karl Heilig and Garl Erdmann (Kaisertum und Herzogsge- 
walt im Zeitalter Friedrich I8 Studies zur politischen und Yerfassungs^
geschiehte des hohen Mittelalters jfLeipzigg K®W® Hiersemann, 1944J ,
p® 444) made the culmination of influences in the trial of the Lion 
one of his main points® wIa Friedrich Barbarossa und Heinrich dem
LSwen kristallisierte sieh die Tragic und Froblematik aber auch die
GrSfie der deutsehen Geschiehte des Hoehmittelalters =w



that were to prove extremely difficult for the central government
to controlo Frederick? s failnre to check these particularistic and
dynastic tendencies at the end of the twelfth century was to prevent
the existence of an effective? centralized state in Germanyo

It would he extremely unfair to put the "blame for the destrue=
tion of the empire upon either Frederick for his preoccupation with
Italy or upon Henry for the establishment of territorial particular %rism0v neither was wholly free to choose his own actions - the trends 
of the time and the already existing conditions prescribed them® It 
had been the traditional pattern that Home and Italy should be re
garded as a part of the empire® Without Seme? there could be no em
pire at all® Frederick regarded his Italian policies as absolutely 
necessary and if we from hindsight chastise him for this rather fu
tile endeavor? we are being extremely unrealistic® An illusion or 
not? the imperialists deemed the dominion over Italy as one of the 
necessities of a continued existence of the empire®

Shat this policy had ceased to be feasible in the twelfth 
century? no one in the imperial administration was willing to admit® 
She age of empire was quickly becoming a thing of the past and its 
place as the predominant power in Europe was taken over by the rising 
national states of England and France® In order to prevent this 
shift in the balance of power? Eaimald of Cologne, the imperial 
Chancellor? conceived of a vigorous foreign policy® He wanted to 
keep these new powers under the dominion of the empire®^ We cannot

f̂his disagreement over the causes of the breakdown of the 
empire is prominent in the studies of James Westfall Thompson (Feudal 
Germany ̂ Chicago: University of Chicago Press? 1928j? p® 275) who
supports the Duke and includes a scathing indictment of Barbarossa1s 
policies and of Geoffrey larraclough (Origins of Modern Germany 
Oxfordg Blackwell? 1947 » PP° 188=89) who takes the opposite view®

^Mayerf(oPo oit®? p® 444) makes a pointed analysis of the fate 
of the German state? 48Die westeuropaisehen Staaten waren im gohattem 
Beutsehlands groB geworden? nun wo11ten sie die hegemoniale Stellung 
des Belches nicht mehr anerkennen® Darin lag die Tragik der deutsehen

v&li



"be at all sure that Henry the Lions had he "been emperors would not 
hare embarked on the same course ©f action that Frederick was trying 
to carry onto && Henry was only a dukeg the range of his policies 
and powers had definite limitso It was actually his ill fortune that 
his expansion!stic moves to the last enjoyed such great success? for 
they gave him am exaggerated idea of his own power and abilityo #he# 
Henry attempted to construct an independent state in the north of 
Germany, the emperor really had no other choice but to force his 
complete surrendero In so doing? however? Sarbarossa saw himself as 
the. savior of the empire and not as its destroyere that his failure 
to turn Saxony into royal domain? thereby checking the power of the 
minor princes? was to be a great step towards the dissolution of 
effective central authority probably never entered his mindo.

All these points must be considered when a study of the trial 
of the Lion is undertaken* But this in no way exhausts the list of 
problems* fhe absence of any sizable number of good primary sources 
and usable evidence on what actually occurred makes study difficult* 
fhe details are quite hazy and the obscuring effects of some seven 
centuries have only added to the problems* In addition? it is im
possible even for the most learned historian to turn back the clock 
and analyze fully all the actions and thoughts of those men who 
shaped the events under investigation* fhe memory of men is short** 
and the study of history is difficult enough without the added

Bntwieklung? daB das Beioh we gen seiner hegemonialem Stellumg fiber die 
eigenem ©renzem hinaus auf debiete greifem muBte? die es nieht dauernd 
halten konmte und die damit eine fibersohwere Last fur das Belch 
bildetem? unter der es schliefilieh zusammenbraehoM

%he shortness of men8 s memory is beautifully expressed in 
the preamble of one of Barbarossa 8 s charters * 88 Since human memory 
is short and does not suffice for a crowd of things? the authority 
of those who preceded our age? the divine emperors and. kings? had 
decreed that those things were to be written down which the progress 
of fleeting time generally removes from the knowledge of men#* - Quoted 
in Ernest F* Henderson? ed* and trans* ? Select Historical Documents



eomplieation. of iaa4eg,Ttote iafoaaaatioae
Zeverthelesss the present infestigator has tried to collect

most of the pertinent primary material that is concerned with the
casee There are two important chronicleSg the Ghronicon Slavorm
hy Helmoldg f$#est of l©san? and the §esta Friderici hy ©tt®» Bishop
of Freising, Both of which are extremely valuable 9 hut neither of
which extends far enough to include the trial of 118©» In addition

7there are a number of smaller chronicles, but many of them are often 
extremely biaseda They retell similar details and are frequently 
too locally oriented to be of much valueo Other chronicles were not 
written until the thirteenth century and tend to repeat many legends 
and fables that are difficult to distinguish from the real eventSo 
There. SW^only one document that deals specifically with the affairs 
of 1180 and that is the Gelnhauser Urkunde o Its terms are fairly 
precise and explicit, but its statements exhibit all the faults of 
governmental documents by leaving unsaid the many compromises that 
must have underlain its final forme Wmfortunately the surviving 
eopy is so damaged in places that some words cannot be determined 
with certaintyo

trial and the events surrounding ito Host of these works are by 
German historians and excerpts will be quoted in the original lan” 
guage o Certain volumes dealing with medieval law and prerogative

loth chronicles have been translated into English and are 
historically quite accurate and useful« '

There is a wealth of secondary material that deals with the

^These chronicles are found in the Monuments Germania Hsto
ries, Scriptoreso Excerpts will be in Latin and a translation will
appear in Appendix III*

®Sn example is Heinrich Mitteis, Lehnrecht und 
itersuchungen zur mittelalterlichen Terfassungsgeschichte

O



intricate problems of legal matterso Though, most general histo
ries of the Middle Ages will allude to the trial in some way, 
these works need not be considered here since most authors follow 
one or the other of the speeifie students of the trial whose 
theories will be outlined and discussed in Chapter Four of this 
paper.o



GE&HER 01®

The Twelfth Oemtm^r

E© ineitent in Mstozy ever ©eenrs in isolation* Its varioms 
antecedents often lie hnried in the past, seemingly of little im= 
portance at the time * The same is true for, the consequences whose 
real importance and influence will frequently only appear in lateri
eras*

& trial of such proportions as that of Henry the Lion in 
118© will definitely have mazy causes which are hidden in the past 
and will have tremendous consequences upon the futureo Just as it 
visibly changed the map of Germany, so also did it influence the 
whole development of the political and constitutional thought of 
the empire o But a single occurrence cannot he blamed for the whole 
story* Because the reactions and ideas of an age have a great in~ 
flueace upon the minds of the men who live in its environment 9 we 
must explore the broader picture of the conflict and briefly eon- 
sider the background*

She twelfth century saw a revival of civilization* Based 
in part upon the inheritance from such periods of greatness as the 
age of.Qharlemagne and the ©ttomian renaissance, it effected a 
synthesis of the older ideas with the new forms in such fields as 
philosophy9 literature, religion, and polities* Political develop
ment in the twelfth century renaissance is of central importance 
to the trial of Henry the Liong but as religious9 economic, and 
artistic ideals so often complement the former, they must also be 
considered*

The political history of the twelfth century began in the 
courtyard of a mountain stronghold called Gahossa® The year was 
1077* Two men - Pope Gregory Til and Emperor Henry IT - held in 
their hands the future of Europe and united in their persons the 
entire structure of power of the eleventh century* That dramatic 
meeting changed the very premises of political thought in the em
pire* lhat had been a theocracy based on close cooperation with the
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ecclesiastical powers was mow forced to change itself into a state 
with a more secular foundation of authority= Henry IT had kept his 
crown® hut at the same moment the structure of his imperial admini
stration had collapsed o Ho longer could the emperor appoint as the 
great churchmen those men who were of use to him in the empire aad 
amenable to his policieso Hew Berne demanded their first allegiance 
and dutyo It was a moral victory for the Tiear of Qhrist and was 
the first stage in a process that would culminate not more than a 
century later. with, -the assertion that the empire was a papal fief o 
S. new Weltanschauung followed Qaaossap Sregory Til® supported "by 
the reformers of Gluny® had rebuilt the structure of the papacy so 
that he could assert its full secular claims as well as its spiritual 
one So In the upheaval that followed the destruction of the old 
balance of power® a great change took place in Buropeg new ideals® 
philosophies® a whole new Zeitgeist of secularism eagerly sought to 
conquer what the old order had vacatedo

MDas 12o Jahrhundert darf mit vollem Reeht al@ das erste
oJahrhundert eines neuen Euro pas ange sprochen werdeno11 The twelfth 

century formed a path way to the future® for it was in its decades 
that the old world=order of regaum and sacerdotium lost its struggle 
against the forces of secularisms She eleventh century had de
stroyed the balance between church and empire by exalting the one .JAand humbling the othero She twelfth century was to mark a new era*

It was to be an age of tremendous upheaval and renewal in 
cultural and social endeavors® and the change was no less pronounced

 ̂Friedrich Seer® Jufgang Euro pas (Zurichs Europe Terlag®
1949)9 lo 15*

^Ibido® fo 17® ."Aue dem Zerfalle entstehen. sum feil in 
Kettenreaktionen® 11 Staat5 > und 8 KLrehe ®6 Mrgertum uad laientum®
Geist und Geistî ceit dear meueren 1 ahrhunderte ebenso. wie die fissem** 
sehaft vom Streites Bialektik® Fhilosophie® Seholastik® die Kunste 
des Hinnessngs® dee hSfisohen Epos und Romans® die Sotik und die 
polyphone Husik am Ende des Jahrhundertso*6
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oh the political level =, In the civil wars that had followed the 
eomtest with the church9 the political structure of the empire was 
seriously weakened o Its immediate results were the almost total 
collapse of the emperors1 authority, and this situation continued in 
the twelfth century„ Although the issue of lay-investiture had run 
its course, the issue of the proper relationship "between the eccle
siastical and secular powers and of the ultimate authority of each 
was to continue for some times The empire would finally succumb to 
the church, hut the church would not he ahle to maintain its posi
tion against the rising national states* In destroying the empire, 
the papacy had actually destroyed its own spiritual foundation; 
for, it had ceased to he the spiritual side of a universal state 
and instead had become just another secular power* Ms the latter, 
its weapons and defenses would no longer fit the emerging elements 
of the twelfth century ■= the national states and the new bourgeoisies 
Over the empire, however, the church was going to assert the full 
plentitude of its powers; and no temporary setbacks could hold its 
determination tp attain the very height of glory - dominion over 
Europe, both spiritually and temporally*

Upon the death of Henry V without heirs in 1125, the empire 
was in no position to stand against papal claims* The princes of 
Germany, anxious to keep imperial control over their affairs at a 
minimum, had exercised their right of election and chosen such men 
as Lothar of Suppliriburg and Oonrad III of Hohenstaufen, neither of 
whom, was a strong emperor* This lack of sufficient power at home did 
not help the emperors in their struggle against the ever-increasing 
might of the popes* Although neither man was entirely lacking in 
ability, their dependence upon Home was great and their popularity 
and. influence in the empire were seriously hampered by civil unrest* 
Oonrad III also had to face the powerful house of the lelfs headed 
by Henry the Proud, husband to Gertrude, the late emperor9s daughter* 
Henry had been a claimant to the imperial dignity; in fact, Lothar 
had sent him the crown and scepter and thus designated the We If
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11as Ms successoro But Henry1 s very strength was to prove Ms 

undoings fhe princes in no way wanted a ruler who would he able 
to check and scrutinize their various activities very closelyo 
Henry8s death in 1139 s> sudden enough to be suspicious, ended aagr 
effective Welf opposition to Qonrad8 s reign since the heir, Henry 
the Lion, was a boy of ten and since the unofficial regency over 
Welf interests by the impress Hichenza, hothar8s widow and a very 
able woman, was to end with her death in II4I0

But the loss of effective leadership in the Welf party proved! 
no real gain to Sonrad since the Saxon nobles recognized the minor 
Henry as their duke, and Welf VI, Henry the Proud8s brother, con
tinued to carry on a bloody, but inconclusive struggle o After his 
attempt to capture young Henry had failed, Qonrad realized that in 
order to preserve some peace and uMty in the empire, he had to 
come to terms with the Wolfso Qonrad needed peace and stability at 
home so that he could participate in the Second Orusade o But the 
disastrous failure of that undertaking weakened the emperor8s posi
tion further. When on the point of death in 1152, Qonrad recommended 
to the princes that they elect not his young son but M s  able and 
mature nephew Frederick of Swabia as Ms successoro

go far we have made repeated references to the rising na
tional states of Europe, fhe national concept in the twelfth cen

totury has been fittingly called the m Woman idea’8 of the state,

" K̂arl Hampe, Deutsche KaisergesoMehte in der Zeit der 
Salier und Staufer (heipsigg Huelie & Beyer, 1912), p» 109»

12fhe influence of the Hermans and their concept of the 
nature of authority and royal sovereignty as expressed in their 
governments in Sicily and England have been closely examined by 
Charles Homer Haskins in fhe Bormans in European History (Hew 
Yorks HoUghton Mifflin Goo, 1915) and Borman Institutions 
(Cambridges Harvard University Press, 1918)0 Further analysis 
of the Borman states, especially their influence upon the empire 
in the twelfth century, has been made by Albert Brackmann in his 
essay “fhe Beginnings of the national State in Medieval Germany
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It is extremely tmlikely whether men of the twelfth cen= 
twry thomght this 4evel®paeat vezy important o She empire mder 
Frederick Barharosaa was to soar to mew heights and the concepts 
of an. all= powerful emperor as taken from loman law were still the 
very bases of most political idealso There were nevertheless those 
who saw the rising star of other theories, among them John of Salis
bury, who emphasised the idea of a national monarch rather than that 
of a universal emperor or a universal pope 6

The whole concept of government and statehood changed in the 
twelfth century® Based on a tightly “knit feudal system with the king 
as more than primus inter pares, the lormams pioneered in the Middle 
Ages a system of strong bureaucratic administration, powerful rulers, 
centralized royal courts of law, and a uniformity in the structure 
of taxation and local government o This change of ideas was not 
confined to the Ebrmam monarchies, but quickly invaded even the 
empire where it had a profound though often unconscious effect upon 
the policies of Barbarassao

In order better to comprehend the tremendous changes this 
idea of political authority was producing in Europe, a brief review 
of the development of the Forma state and its opposition to the 
ideas of the universal church and empire is necessary®* It has 
already been observed that the rise of the papacy to secular power 
through the machinery of the Gluniae reform and the astute statesman
ship of men like Gregory TEX had reemphasized the old fifth century 
Selasiam theory of the two swords® The church now claimed full 
supremacy over Europe, both secular and ecclesiastical, and sought

and the Forman Monarchies0 in Sarraelough5 s collection on medieval 
Germany (Medieval Germany8 Essays by German Historians jfOxfords 
Blackwell, 1938J, II, 281-99)» This latter essay is a general 
statement of the author6 s earlier investigation which appears in 
the Historische Zeitschrift as ’"lie Wandlutigem der St&atsanschau- 
ung im Zeitalter Friedrich IS16, (SZLT (1931), l-lSj®



t© ereate a TaaiTersal empire not xm6.er the seenlar prinees hut tm- 
der the leadership of the popeo ^

It -was in opposition to this ehnrch=controlled state that 
the monarch!eal principle with all its attributes of royal inde= 
pendence was asserted in the twelfth centuryo Men even went so far 
as to advocate the submission of the church to the state, although 
this was rarely achieved in practice$he rise of the national 
state owed much of its development to the work of the lormans in 
all the places where they made their system effectiveo Its beginning 
can be found in the duchy of Hormandyg from there it spread to the 
European world, especially to England and Si oily o"*"̂

■^Barraclough, Medieval Germanyo II, 285=860
"*"%n interesting piece of evidence for the opposition to 

Gregory Til8s ideas on the relation between church and state is 
cited by Iraekmsnn in Barraolough (Medieval Germany9 II, 286)8 •"The 
first thinker to turn away fzmt the political philosoph^ of the early 
Middle Ages was an Engliskchurchman in York, whose name remains un= 
knowno In a series of treatises written about the year llO© he re
lentlessly attacked the theories of the papal party, and set up in 
their place a totally new conception of the world order 0 0 = 0 In 
spite of their ineffectiveness, however, the York treatises remain 
invaluable to the historian as a first rate evidence for the existence 
of a new WeltanschauungoM Sraekmann further expanded his ideas on 
the breakdown of the old, order in a discussion 11 lie Frsaehem der gei- 
stigen und politisehen Wandlung Bur©pas im 11* und 12 0 Jahrhnndert g88 
Historische leltschrifto SHiX (19-34)» 229=59 where he concludes that 
it, was not so much the failure of the jempire to maintain its ancient 
position but the secularization of the papacy that brought about many 
of the changes in the balance of power in Europe* We need only re
member Henry II of England8 s struggle with Thomas a Be eket over the 
ionstitutions of Clarendon to see that an assertion of papal supremacy 
was not welcome in England* The same was true of the rest of Europe*

■̂Vooo its characteristic features were a strong royal au
thority and a systematic centralization of the administrations that 
the duke and M s  successors took not only criminal jurisdiction in 
life and limb but also the supreme military authority and the nomi
nation of bishops firmly into their hands, and thus eliminated the 
most typical features of continental feudalism, the control of ad
ministrative functions from the feudatories, lay and.ecclesiastical* 
In this way they prepared the later bureaucratic state **** It was,
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fhe influence ©f this concept ©f royal sovereignty with its 
system ©f centralised administrative departments? with its close 
cheek ©n the law and the feudality? with its #e#momie policies and 
attempts t© create a national army, made itself felt even in the 
empire? although its effects were often ©hseured by the imperial 
splendor and the s©=ealled regeneration of the Sacrum Tranerium„ 
Frederick larbar©ssa tried to incorporate the ideas of a centralized 
bureaucracy into his administration by using non=feudal officials, 
loyal only to him? and by tightening the feudal controls ever the 
more powerful lords of his realmo . Although in theory he was trying 
to reestablish the old Roman imperial idea? he actually borrowed as 
much from the Bermans unintentionally as did his cousin Henry the 
lien deliberately© She Saxon duke followed the policies and ideas 
of his English father-in-law rather closely in his attempts to create 
a Saxon 65 state o'" Henry was trying to achieve the same sort of unified 
and powerful government in his duchy as his Herman models h§# estab
lished in England and Sicily© fhis much is very evident in his 
Slavic wars? in his economic and mercantile enterprises? in his 
attempts to consolidate his own authority and diminish the power of 
the leaser nobility? and in his aggressive foreign policy© His failure 
was not the failure of the Borman state but rather his inability to 
fight a very vital and strong empire© Harbarossa had very exalted
ideas of the imperial dignity which were based on Borman concepts as

16much as on Roman preeurstirs©
It is difficult to describe all the Influences that were 

active in the course of a century© fhe task is greatly increased

in short? the Bormans who reshaped the life of Europe? both poli
tically and intellectually? and set the development of European 
civilisation on a new course o® (Barraclough? Medieval Germany © It?
287-8@o)©

16m o©©'the cô scib'us endeavor? which is intimately bound up 
with all that is essential in Berman government? to enhance the 
king's sovereign authority© J© ruler before Harbarossa had so exal
ted a conception as he of his'rpyal position©1' (ibid©© II? 292©)©



when the era in question lies some ei^at hundred years in the paste 
nevertheless$, a few general eomments must he made to present the 
various ideas that were of consequence in the Renaissance of the 
fwelfth Genturjo lot only can significant political changes he 
observed, hut they are accompanied hy a growing revival of letters 
and law<> Frederick0 a use of the Gorpms Juris Givilis as interpreted 
hy the doctors of law at Bologna is an example of the revival of 
Roman ideas and the secular emphasis<> The twelfth century was also 
an age of new philosophical ideals = It was the era of Anselm, M the 
father of Scholasticism^^ it saw the refinement of medieval con
cepts of dialectic and a new emphasis was put upon secular philoso
phies in the writings of Peter Abelard and John .of Salisbury? it■IQ
was the age of the troubadours, the romances, and the Heldeneposo
Mixed with the new secular approach were the older ideas of a deep
religious fervor as expressed by such men as Sto Bernard of Glair-
vaux who sought to perpetuate that ascetic idealo

Goupled with the stirrings of new learning was the greater
emphasis placed on mercantile enterprise, and the revival of the
bourgeoisie found ample expression in the struggle of the Italian
cities against the overlordship of the Holy Roman Emperero The
national monarehs aided in the development of urban life by the

19granting of liberal charters to newly established townso
Trade and commerce had found another strong impetus in the 

crusades* Begun as the signs of a deep religiosity, these expedi-

17Ibido0 II, 286=87*
1 AThe term Heldernepos is applied to those epic poems in 

German literature that were composed in the vernacular during the 
twelfth and thirteenth centuries by nameless authors who took their 
material from older Sagas and folk-lore* Das Bibelungenlied is 
probably the most famous example*

numerous examples of charters to towns can be found in 
the documentary records of the Middle Ages* See Herbert Meyer,
80 Bdrgerfreiheit und Herrsehergewalt water Heinrich dem LBwen,18 
Historische Zeitsohrift* QXhTII (1932), 277=319°



tioag to the East had qr&ieklj he some vezy seemlar affairs* The last 
heekoaed aad mem somght t© escape their narrow worlds hy roaming la
te strange and exotic lands* lew vistas were found in the luxury 
trade with the Moslems and the influx of Eastern goods into Europe 
had a significant effect upon the structure of Western culture

It is impossible to present all the many facets of an age
21such as the twelfth century * The changes in old and established 

forms and the rise of a new Weltanschauung had a profound influence 
upon the life and time of "both Frederick Barbarossa and his cousin 
Henry the Lion* In more ways than one the struggle "between them 
was generated and magnified by the reassessment of ideas that was 
going on in European society* The very foundations of the empire had 
to he rebuilt when Frederick succeeded to the crown in 1152 * If the

2©The trade with the last had never completely stopped P but 
with the economic revival of Europe and the inroads into the East 
during the crusades» the Volume of ta#de increased* However, the 
full impact of Eastern trade was not felt until a century later9 
especially under the leadership of Venice*

21 ■It has been extremely difficult to find adequate evalua
tions of the twelfth century ;§S|-;a whole, especially in the sphere 
of political advances and their influence upon Germany* Already 
cited works by Haskins on the Bormans have valuable information on 
their contribution to the century* The same is true of Braekmann8 s 
essays* The only comprehensive study of ideas and concepts of 
civilisation and its progress during the century is Gharles Homer 
Haskins 9 The Eemaissanee of the Twelfth Gentury (Gambridges Harvard 
Wmiversity Frees, 1928)* ©f limited help wire' two volumes by 
Friedrich Hear, Aufgang Europas fop* cit *) and Die Tragodie des 
Heiliken Reiches (gjjfrichs Europa Verlag, 1952)° Heer, however, 
lets his interest in the religious aspects of the age overshadow his 
evaluation of the more secular ideas * The details of history can 
be found in any standard work on the Middle Ages5 for the empire an 
excellent though somewhat older work of Wilhelm von ©iesebreeht, 
Geschichte der deutsohem EMserzeit, V©1° Vs Kaiser Friedrich der 
Rotbart (leipzigs Verlag von Buneker & Humblot, 188©) is very use
ful* S more recent study can be found in the Cambridge Medieval 
History, Vol* Vs The Empire and the Papacy (Hew Yorks The Macmillan 
Company, 1926)* However excellent the narratives of these histories, 
they rarely deal with the interpretation of the historical events in 
light of the changes in Weltanschauung during the twelfth century*
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empire was to simrive at all, it would "be his effort and success22that would make this possibleo So in order to understand the
tremendous task that lay before the Hohemstaufem9 it is necessary 
to evaluate the whole structure of the medieval empire => Shis is 
in general the task of the next chapters

ppSee Barracloughp Origins, ppo 168=77«



OBE&rai ft©

fhe Holy Romam Empire

©me of the most tenacious ideas im history is the concept 
of empire hoth as a hasie political structure and as an expreB'siea 
of powere Baa, forever seeking to dominate the world, has found 
this idea of great value o Such a concept 'becomes all the more 
persuasive if its hasie tenets are said to he sanctioned by a 
divine powero Men in the Middle Ages? imbued with the thought that 
an omnipotent 0ed ran history to suit his own master plan, sought to 
define and stabilise this world in terms of that divine providenceo

fhe theory of the four empires = Assyria, Persia, Macedonia, 
and Home - was one of the dominant themes of historical writing in 
the Middle Ages and received most of its importance .from scripture2'* 
and the works of St o Augustineo2^ Since its termination would mean 
the end of the world, the continued existence of the Homan Empire 
became a fundamental necessity of political and intellectual en
deavor = Its survival, perhaps the surest expression of the desire 
to live present in all men at all ages, was a bulwark against the 
Antichrist aad assured the continuation of the world o It is largely 
because of this outlook that the imperial idea in the West was main= 
tained and found expression in both a universal empire and a uniwer= 
sal ehureho In the minds of the men of the Middle Ages these two 
institutions were inseparable - the emperor was as necessary as the 
popeo

Because of the failure of the Western emperors during the 
four centuries preceding the revival under Charlemagne, the public 
authority had been;itransferred into the hands of the popes* fhe 
practical power of the papal office had been further strengthened 
by the Donation of ©onstantine, a forgery from the eighth century,

,2%ano 7815=25 (BS7)
2^fhe Gity of god,* xx* 23'® Whitney J* ©ates, edo, fhe 

Basic Writings of St® Augustine (Sew Yorks Random House, 194®)» 11°

11
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which gave to the See of Peter "both the secular and the spiritual 
functions in the ffesto^

Egr the eighth century9 however, the papacy did not have the 
physical power to assert its secular claims in Italy let alone exer
cise suzerainty over the rest of Constantine8s Western Empiree It 
therefore called to its aid the Prankish rulers, first Pepin in the 
7508s and, towards the end of the century, his ahle and powerful son, 
Charleso

The Oarolingian Empire, the heir of the old Soman imperial 
idea, can he regarded as a prelude to the medieval empire proper*
One of the great problems of the later empire, the recurring forces 
of disintegration and anarchy, was already outlined in the Oaro
lingian state o When we look at Gharlemagae8 s reign, we see a stable 
administrative organization based on feudalism as a way to obtain 
military service, a system of marches to defend the frontiers, and 
local government established upon the extended use of the county- 
system* Furthermore, the emperor sought to centralize his imperial 
government by issuing statements of instruction known as capitula
ries to his subordinates and by using loyal officials (the missi 
dominici) to inspect the conduct of local office-holders and insure 
the proper execution of his orders* When, however, the central 
government ceased to have this control over the empire after Charle
magne 1s death, the imperial system disintegrated * The practice of 
subinfeudation removed many" men from direct central control, and the 
counts, no longer harrassed by the missi dominici, could ignore the 
orders from the imperial administration* The ever-present threat of 
decentralization and the lack of administrative order were to plague 
the medieval empire during its entire existence *

The other great issue that the empire heeded to face was

^Herbert Fisher, The Medieval Empire (Londons Macmillan 
and Co*, 1898), I, 23 presents a vivid picture of the papacy 
in the centuries preceding Charlemagne in its struggle to main
tain itself against Constantinople and the Lombards*
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its relationship mth the church, the whole question of rê rmm, 
and sacerdotiumo The entire concept of the secular aycl spiritual 
powers and their interrelation took its cue from the Selasian theory 
of the two swordso The hasie statement of this doctrine had presen
ted the empire and and the church as co-equal in the administration 
of the affairs of the world, each operative in its own sphereo But 
the church had soon claimed supremacy over the empire and the latter 
reciprocated in kinds Even in 800s this problem was present, but 
Charlemagne who had strong caesaropapist leanings, knew how to 
control the chureho

With the collapse of the Garolingian realm and the invasions 
of the fikings's the balance between empire and church was seriously 
damagedo The papacy suffered no less than the empire from the 
confusion and experienced a moral and administrative decadence» &
general restoration of order in the tenth century resulted in the 
reestablishment of the empire under Otto I, who took pains to cleanse 
the church at Borne» Already within the confines of a French monas
tery, a reform movement was gathering strength which would be able 
to rejuvenate the papacy®

Eevolt and dynastic problems had forced Otto to seek the 
administrative officers of his empire in the ranks of the church®
The ecclesiastical lord became a secular power also® His superior 
education and lack of devotion to a dynastic idea made him ideally 
suited to work with the emperor® As long as the latter had the right 
to choose and invest the ecclesiastics, he could raise to power such 
men as were amenable to his policies® Under the Saxon and early
Salian rulers this system of imperial government worked fairly well®

26She empire was for all extend and purposes a theocracy®

26The workings of royal theocracy and its existence in the
Holy Roman Empire under the Saxon and Salian rulers has been analyzed
by Serd Telleribaeh (Church, State and Christian Society at the Time
of the Investiture Contest, translated by R®F® Rennet Oxford; Basil
Blackwell, 1959 s p® 69) who writes; "She idea of the hierarchical
pre-eminence of the king was the foundation of the royal theocracy
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The problems of the empire under Henry I? and his struggle 
with Pope Gregory Til were the beginnings of a ehahge in old ideaso 
iilready under Otto I there had been some reform of the worst abuses 
of the papacy and Henry Ill's approval of the ideas of the Oluniae 
movement had done much to heighten the prestige of the Homan See®
How the pope was strong enough to assert his secular claims ̂  ̂

The era of the Investiture controversy was filled with fail” 
ure, passion; treachery - yet it also possessed a certain fatal 
grandeur® It is impossible here to go into the details of the

of the Middle Ages® It laid on the king the responsibility to god 
for the right direction of the Church, and on the Church the duty 
of obedienceg it christianized the office of the ruler ooo® It is 
because of this theocratic outlook that the rulers of the Germanic 
states of the Middle Ages intervened in ecclesiastical matters even 
more than the Christian Homan emperors had done 0oo® Through this 
system, however, the Church was not merely governed, but was itself 
educated in the business of government® The chief offices were in 
the hands of bishops and abbots, who were able to exercise a consid
erable influence on secular polities **«, could often influence the 
details of administration through their position at the head of 
local government, and <,0® were the owners of vast lordships to which 
extensive political rights were attachedo88

27The very height of the empire can be said to have been 
reached under Henry III (1̂ 39-56)» His own piety, his strength in 
political matters in Germany and Italy, and his ceaseless energy in 
directing the reform of the church made him truly master of Christen
dom® His sudden death in the midst of a gathering storm and the 
long minority of his son Henry IT began the decline of the empire®
88Deutschland stand an einem fendepunkt seiner Sesehiehte,™ writes 
Hampe, Kaisergeschiohte, p® 31® Similar judgments are made by 
James Bryce, The Holy Homan Empire (lew Yorks The Macmillan Com
pany, 1932), pp® 153=669 and by T°F° Tout, The Empire and the Papacy 
(Londons Rivimgstoms, 1924)s PR® 127=50® With Henry IT the empire 
changed from a theocracy into a more secular state® With the fight 
between the empire and the papacy occupying most of subsequent Ms- 
tory, it is often difficult to draw a clear picture of the institu
tions and governmental machinery apart from the involvement with the 
church and the losing fight against decentralisation® The last valient 
attempt of trying to create a well-organized state in the empire 
belongs to the Hoheastaufens in the twelfth century® See Barra- 
dough. Medieval Germany, I, 95-112®
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reigns of Henry IT and Henry Yg let it suffice to say that the old 
forms of the Ottonian empire were gone and that no amount of 
strength and ability eomld ever revive them. With the dawn of the 
twelfth century new ideas began to take shape and what had originally 
been a struggle of the two parts of the same universal Sacrum Imperinm 
"became essentially a contest for the very existence of two secular 
powers 0 the Hohenstaufen Empire and the Homan Papacy <,

When we turn from the larger picture of theory to the more 
narrowly defined practices of administrations it will soon become 
apparent how little actual control over the country the imperial 
government bade fhe situation of the empire appears all the more 
chaotic when we compare it with the strong bureaucratic governments 
of England and Sicily or with the ever-increasing royal predominance 
in France =, It has been said that the emperors, when they governed 
at all, did s© with extreme difficulty® There are many reasons for 
this, and we will discuss a number of them in the following pages® 
There was, however, an underlying theme that ran through the whole 
story® The empire could only hope for a successful rbign when the 
emperor was an able and energetic ruler® The concept of the physical 
presence of a strong Central figure was not only a theory of medieval 
polities, but was also an absolute necessity for the survival of the 
empire = If this fact is coupled with the elective monarchy and the 
reluctance of the princes to choose a strong sovereign, then the 
chaos so often observed in central .Europe becomes almost inevitable® 
Thus the empire as Charlemagne conceived it could only function 
under his strong control = The same was true of Otto Its administrat
ive regulations® The use of churchmen in imperial government was 
only possible if the emperor did not have any interference from Home, 
that is, if he was strong enough to control the papacy®

It is very difficult to analyse the nature of the imperial 
administration in the Holy Homan Empire® ©n the one hand, there is 
a great lack of firsthand informations and on the other, the actual 
absence of an effective central bureaucracy made the government of
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the empire a sort of ramshackle affair defying all logical analysis= 
She onl^ thing that can he done is to point to the various reasons 
■why the empire did not possess adequate "bureaucratic machinery to 
run its affairs effectivelyo

M: primary factor in the inability of the emperors to 
govern their land was the inadequacy of the central bureaucracy <,
Shis does" not mean that there were no imperial officials = But such 
as there were consisted of either personal servants (the ministerial 
lea).- men usually connected with the administration ©f the emperor0s 
private domains and barred from effective service on the imperial 
level by their lactf of social position >  or nobles who had become 
strong enough to claim a certain official position as a hereditary 
rights thusly depriving the emperor of any independent power of 
appointmento To counteract this dominance of the great princes in im
perial affairs% ©tto I, who had sufficient reason to doubt the loyalty 
of the nobles9 had used the far better educated and less dynastieally 
inclined churchmen as his officialso Since many of the larger churches
and eeeles^Setieal offices were proprietory holdings of the empire 

28•aayway and as such were directly dependent upon the emperor for 
investiture and protection, the use of bishops and abbots in imperial 
administration was not at all surprising, Under Otto I and under his 
immediate successors, this system emjoyed a considerable degree of 
successo

The picture, however, changed with the investiture controver
sy, Shea Gregory YII insisted that no layman could invest a churchman 
with the symbols of his ecclesiastical office, he not only forbade 
lay investiture but also limited drastically the appointment of im
perial candidates to high church offices. She power of appointment 
was actually the basis for the clerics0 usefulness to the emperor. It 
is not at all surprising that Henry IT fiercely resisted such an

2Qgee the excellent survey made by Serd felleabach, op, o; 
pp, 89-97 on the proprietory churches and their influences on the 
empire,
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interference in the administration ef the empire 3 since to all 
intents and purposes it would make his policies dependent upon 
men ■*© owed their power and position to a foreign state. It was 
not until 11229 in the Goncordat of Worms, that a compromise was 
worked out by which the churchmen were still responsible for their 
lay positions to the emperor. This compromise allowed the emperors 
a limited interference in ecclesiastical elections - a right which 
they merer fully relinquished.

The obvious recourse, after, the use of churchmen in the 
imperial government had proved to be self-destructive $ would have 
been the use of the aristocracy. But already under Otto I the nobles 
had proved unsatisfactory as imperial officials. Charlemagne, for 
the administration of his vast realm9 had appointed " counts" to 
head local governments. He had also used the missi dominiei. men 
personally responsible to him, to check upon the counts. But with 
the dissolution of his empire and the lack of an effective central 
government, the counts, once appointed officials, had taken over local 
public authority as a personal property to be used, willed, and in
herited <> This development was an established fact by the time of the 
revival of the empire in the tenth century. Two hundred years had
turned the Garolingian officialdom into a blood nobility with tremend-

29ous dynastic pretensions.
The empire could not even control the marches upon which, 

in the last analysis, its security depended, loss of administrative 
supervision over the frontiers robbed the empire of the ability to 
use territorial expansion as a basis upon which to build an

The lack of fe#dalization, the persistence of the blood 
nobility and their ancient ties to the M races’8, and the absence of 
a strict principle of primogeniture allowed for the creation of a 
large noble class whose dependence upon the empire was.slight. See 
Fisher, op. cit.. I, 312# also, larraelough, Medieval Germany, I,
958 ’’The persistance of a mighty allodial mobility was one of the 
primary problems in German constitutional developmentot0
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wememlbered. goverasental system»
Lastly9 It is aeeeasazy to take a %%iGk look at the highest 

offieial of the empire 9 the dafee? *mv if the monarehy ©f the Saxoa 
and Fraaeonian emperors had aa intermal policy9 this iateraal policy 
was the control of . the dukedoms ^  The emperors tried to keep the 
office appointive8 and when this was not possible, they tried to 
supervise the policies of the occupant of the duchy = Here too, the 
hereditary principle came early into play and with it the long histe= 
ry of doubtful loyalties of dukes to the empireo It is with j#mt such 
a conflict that the later chapters of this paper:,will deal and clo
ser examination and comment will he reserved until that time® Let 
it suffice to say- that the empire did not effectively control the 
ducal powers® What had "been an administrative office developed $ by 
merging with other elements9 into a virtually independent principa
lity of the late Middle Ages®

&, second reason for the administrative weakness of the empire 
can be called Mincomplete”1 feudalism® Inherent in the very nature 
of feudalism was a decentralising force which could only be controlled 
by , a strong ruler® England under the Hermans and Angevins was 
thoroughly feudalized, but the dominance and rule of a monarch with 
essentially extra-feudal powers checked the decentralization® The 
absence of both complete feudalism and strong extra-feudal monarch
ical powers produced administrative difficulties in the empire which 
were extremely hard to control®

In Germany feudalism as a political and administrative 
system came very late and then in a very incomplete form® The 
emperors did not, or even could not, completely feudalize the re
lationships between themselves and the lords of their realm® Over

mEjr losing control of the marches, the monarchy found it
self confronted with a number of powerful, hereditary princes, whose 
position was fortified by the military character of their mission®** 
Fisher, opooit®, I, 514°

^Ibid®, 1, 322 o
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aaad. afcore fenSaliem, wMeh was aetmlly aa ©mtside force added late9
stood the older national obligations o It was the latter rather than
political feudalism that governed many of the public policies of 

32the empire
A similar preponderamee of national ideas over the femdal 

concept is noticeable in aay investigation of the laws of the German 
stateo There is an obvious lack of uniformity before the rise of 
the Hohenstaufensg and their attempts to "nationalise" the "tribal" 
law of Swabia met with considerable resistance o She situation reached, 
its most confused state in the ideas of Landreeht and Lehnrechto^ 
Much of the trouble associated ^.th the laws came from the ideas of 
the "races" or nations in the german state;. each was endowed with 
its own Landreeht which was presided over by the duke and marked the 
largest area of ducal prerogative o Although the different codes 
were all very similar9 each "mti©j# wished to keep its own laws 
intact o Barbara s saW intension of superimposing the Lehnrecht (feudal 
law) upon the already existing law was often resented and was thought 
to be an interference with old-established privileges and immunitieso

fhat is true of the law is also true of the structure of 
land tenure = Even though parts of the empire were divided into fiefs 
and governed by the feudal laapS-laws). many areas were also held in

32 ■lumerous examples of the old national obligations can be 
found in ibid a? I, 236-37® "She feudal principle ««« had not complete
ly invaded the organs of government <><>«« If a duke of Bavaria =»o 
marched after the king8 s banner across the Alps? he did so because he 
held a countys not because he held a fief »«• and the army was mar
shalled in groups corresponding to the four nationss and each nation 
was led by a duke#

The term customary and feudal law seem best to draw the 
distinction which is implied in the German words« It is however 
impossible to get exactly the true meaning in Bmglisho See Pollock 
and Maitland9 History of English Law (2n&0 edo) Ig 235°w %uoted 
in Austen Lane Poole9 Henry the Lion (Oxfords Bel« Blackwell, 1912), 
p® 72 no



allodial tenure 9 over which the feudal law had no authority = given 
these circumstances, it was completely natural for feudalism to 
remain a foreign influence in imperial administration; M they [the 
emperorsjf aimed at establishing their power upon the support of the 
Qhureho1? ̂  ©nly when this support could no longer he relied on after 
the investiture controversy did the concept of feudalism and its laws 
come to the fore as an important element in the imperial constitutions

It was mainly Frederick Barbarassa in the latter half of the 
twelfth century who introduced feudal ideas into the machinery of 
the imperial government above and beyond the vestiges of the Caro- 
l&lggian feudal systemo But he did not succeed in completely feudally 
zing his realms nor in bringing all the different types of obliga
tions and relationships under a uniform systemo fhe attempt came 
in many ways too late and was severely hampered by fr&nehisal and 
usurped privileges which the emperor was not strong enough to re
voke entirely® Frederick was forced to use these ^dynast# (counts 
and dukes entrenched in power) in his administrative program for there 
was no one else who could do the work® Bor was he successful in 
establishing a system of primogeniture in the inheritanee-laws for 
the duchies and larger counties® #11 the emperor could do was to 
try to prevent the further division of public authority among a 
number of heirs

But this rule of impartibility was not maintained® fhe 
forces of habit were too strong, and the breakdown of imperial 
power after Ilf7 only aided in the process® Feudalism had in

54Heher-» op® oit®, I, 257®
^Ibld®0 I, 2458 "In a decree issued at Boncaglia in II58 ef>® 

Frederick rules that duchies, marqtuisates, and counties are in the 
future to be impartible® He does not attempt to lay down a general 
rule of inheritance® He contents himself with the gallant but for
lorn attempt to enforce the difficult distinction between the 
official and the non-official.fief®R
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aetmality @ome te© late to the empire to prove mseful to the maeM- 
aezgr of imperial govermeato Its depeadeaee iapea the personality 
of the ruler in maintaiziing oomtrol over the feudal relationship 
made major catastrophies of such chance events as the death of 
Henzy VI in 1197° The very failure to institutionalise feudalism 
under imperial auspices added to the forces of dissolutiono Since 
Frederick Barbarass& had not been able to accomplish the institu
tionalisation, and since the death of M s  son .prevented an expan
sion of strong personal rule, the princes both in their allodial 
and feudal possessions became practically independent of imperial 
control, and the increasing fracturing of public power by the 
division of ̂ official^ fiefs destroyed all effective central govern
ments '

The very size of Germany might be mentioned as a third cause 
for its administrative weaknessesThe emperors had neither the 
power nor the men to be able to incorporate the whole of the em
pire into a royal domain» There were no startling changes of deve
lopment by invasion, such as the Herman conquest of England with the 
implanting of a French nobility upon a Saxon people o There was not 
even the slow conquest of the feudalities as in France<, Conflicting 
ideas and old and new privileges made the empire an unwieldy realm 
to govern, and the emperors found their task difficult and dangerous. 
They could hot even control the frontier arease Added to all these 
weakening influences was the lack of initiative in administration, 
the inability to establish a uniform legal code based on the prin
ciples of the Lehnrecht, and finally the failure of the crown to 
establish the hereditary basis of the succession to the imperial 
throne. The theoretical right of the princes to elect their 
monarch became after 1256 their unquestionable prerogative and

^Ibido, I, 511 o



removei; the last source of independent aetioa and effective power37from the imperial government o

^̂ fhe idea that the. princes could elect the emperor was 
operative all through the medieval empire o fheir choice 9 as in 
the Anglo-Saxon 181 taa,- usually confined itself to a member of the 
imperial family» There were at least two minority rules (Otto III 
and Henry 17) to give some credence to the hereditary principle»
But on the other hand, the frequent Elections of rival rulers in 
time of trouble proved that this was not a well-established principle«, 
See Fritz Kem* Kingship and haw in the Middle Ages9 transit by 
Solo Ohrimes (Oxfordg Basil Blackwell? 1948)$ on the nature of me- . 
dieval kingship in its relationship to the theories and philosophies 
of the state in the Middle Hgeso SI so see Sarrael©ughs Medieval 
Germanys Essays by German Historians (Oxfordg Blackwell9 1938)9 
19 47=73 on the state of the monarchy in the medieval empire 0
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She Adversaries

’’Heinfcieh ter Lowe gehSrt zm den greBen Heldenge stalten der 
deutsehea &esehichte®w Both in M s  frieadsMf and emity to frede- 
riok larharossa s Henry the Lion played a vital part in the develop™ 
meat of Germany in the twelfth centmy o He was in mazy ways the an™ 
crowned King of the Worth, a mighty lord whose polities were strange
ly ahead, of Ms time and who, like no other, took advantage of the

59new ideas that were invading the empire <> He was horn in Jannary,
1129, probably in Swabia, the scion of an old and noble family
wMch held great power both in Germany and in Italyo His father was
Henry the Frond, 18a man altogether worthy of praise, distinguished by

41mobility of mind no less than by nobility of birth,18 ̂  and Ms mother 
was Gertrude, the only cMld and heiress of the Emperor Lothar XIIo 

It had been Henry the Proud8 s major ambition to succeed M s  v 
father-in-law on the imperial throne, but Ms power and large holdings 
he was duke of both Bavaria and Saxony - made M m  an undesirable can
didate to the other princes» Instead they were to choose Ms enemy, 
Gonrad of Hohenstaufen, in 1158q^ Henry stood in vehement opposition 
to Gonrad8 s elections but before he could launch M s  campaign against

^^Hermanm Mau, Heinrich der L@we (Hunoheng Fo Braekmam, 
1945)9 P° 7®

^See Barraelough, -Medieval Germany, II, 292=95®
^Martin PMlippson, Heinrich der Lowe, Herzog von Bayern 

und Sachsen (Leipzigg ©» Leiner, 1918), p0 50, also ̂ @dle, opo cite, 
pp0 5=6 o See Appendix I for the genealogy of Welfs and Hohenstam- 
fens© .

^Otto von Freising, She Deeds of Frederick Barbarossa, trans© 
Charles Christopher Mierow (M Columbia Be cords of Civilization Series,'8 
lb© 491 Hew Yorks Columbia University Press, 1955)s> i*. 20©
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tke new kings, he died (©etelaer 20, 1139 )$ leaving an heir of ten»^ 
Only the intervention of the Impress liehenaa and Adolf of Holstein9 
Henry the Idea1.9 goardiaag saved the Saxon duely for the hoys Bava
ria 9 whieh had been taken from his father 9 was not ret armed to the 
yomng Heaay® The emperor$, howevers desired a settlement in the Welf- 
Hohenstamfem fight and had some snooess in this matter at the diet 
of Frankfurt (1142)0 Henry was formally enfeoffed with Saxony, but 
was forced to surrender his claim upon Bavariaa His mother Gertrude 
married Henry Jasomirgott, Duke of Bavaria and Hargrave of Austria, 
Conrad*6 half-brother, to seal the agreements but her death the next 
year prevented the peace from having any lasting effecto It is ex
tremely doubtful that the thirteen-year old Henry could have done 
much else than surrender his claim to Bavaria at this time* Later 
(115®'), he repudiated his childhood promises and strove to regain 
Bavariao In fact, he tried to take it by force of asms with the 
help of his uncle WeIf5 but the venture did not succeed, although 
®onrad failed to capture the young man* ̂

Henry6s childhood and young manhood were periods of con
tinuous struggles to hold his own* This early entry into was and 
polities had a profound influence upon his c a r e e r H e  early

Ĥelmold, Priest of losau, The Qhromiele of the Slavs, 
transo Francis J, Tsehan (we©lumbia Hecords of Oivilization Series,w 
W« tl|" Hew Yorks. Columbia Wnivarsity Press, 1935)s i° $6* 6f*
a* 8 on p, 167p. •

^Henayis escape from the trap set for him by Gonrad is one 
of the romantic stories about the youthful duke* Gonrad had thought 
that he held Henry trapped in Swabia and moved against Braunschweig, 
the Saxon?s capitalo & rapid trip in disguise, accompanied by 
only three followers, brought Henry to his endangered capital city 
before Gonrad?s siege had actually begun. See Helmold, op, cite, 
io cfo Karl Hampe, Herrschergestalten des deutsohen Mittelalters 
(Heidelbergg %uelle & Meyer, 1955), P® 195# Bditha Gronen, Die 
Machtpolitlk Heinrichs des Lowen (Berlin, 1919), P° U§ Philippson, 
op, eit0, pp, 124-25,

■̂̂ Prmtz, Heinrich, pp, 23-24 makes a very significant comment 
when he wrote s ?0Fur die geistige Bntwi eke lung Heinrichs aber war es



dereleied a keea aMlity to make the he at of all M s  6haaees>
hided at first lay Ms  guardiaa jidolf of HolsteiB? hat soob. wo:r==
Mag ©a Ms owa» Brea in Ms failmre agaiast the Goaaad III, Heazgr
eoald msiataia M s  original position? and Ms marriage to Glemeatia
of Zi.hriagen (about 114®)^ had seeared M m  the friendsMp of the
Zdhriagea family wMch was itself ia the midst of a feud with Goarad

4.Sover rights and powers in Bar gundy o
When Goarad died ia 1152 German polities experienced a 

tremendous changeo ©a M s  deathbed the old emperor had designated 
M s  nephew, Frederick of Swabia, as M s  successorg and the princes, 
realising that a stronger man was needed to restore the peace and 
unity of the state, had followed M s  suggestion  ̂ She new emperor, 
young, energetic and able enough to take complete charge of affairs, 
was to introduce a new golden age into the German empire, She first 
acts of M s  administration were designed to bring peace to the eoun~ 
try and to effect a settlement of old dynastic strife <? Frederick

be senders wiehtig, dafi gleich seine erste Jugend Mneinfiel in eine 
wildbe^egte Zeit, wo sein Hams urn sein Jbasehn und seine ffiacht, ja 
fast um seine F#stems arm Mmpfen hatte. Gerade sehngahrig wurde 
er das Haupt elner groJBen, mit saber Ausdauer gegen die Hohenstaufen 
ringenden Parteig frtth reifte er daher zwieinem erfahremem und 
selbstbewuBten Mann* Aber nicht bloB KenntniB der Welt, der Mensehen, 
des Krieges erwarb er sieh, sondera bus dem stolsen BewmBtseim, bus 
dem steten, trots aller#Fechselfdlle sohlieBlieh doeh gldcklichen 
ESampf gegen die Ubermaoht emtwiekelte sieh in Heinrioh auch seitig 
jener Stolz auf seine Kraft, genes Poehen darauf, und demit ein 
trotsiger und starrer Sinn, ein mribeugsames Selbstgefiihl, endlich 
aber ein tfbersehatzen seiner Krafte, - Fehler, die damn auch reeht 
eigentlich den Fahkt bezeiehneten, wo Heinrichs grdfite Schwache lag, 
von wo aus seine sehlieBliehe, fast tragische Katastrophe Meht nmr 
erklarlich, sondera beinahe ratwendig erscheinto5*

here seems to be some doubt as to the exact date of the 
wedding* Helmold, opo cito, i* 6S, see also a* 1 on p* 1.07 and 
no 2 on p, 1760 Ggonen, op* cito, p* 6

®̂The Zahringer dukes were the chief rivals’ of the Hohem~ 
staufens in Southern Sermaay* See Qtto von Freising, opo cito,
i|8 26, 27, 30* ■
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ASlartiarossag "both lohemstaiafen and Welf $ -was able to aeMere a

lasting agreement even in this mattero
Henry the Mon had supported Barharossa8 s candidacy -with

fervoro It is likely that the two friends had already reached some
sort of a personal understanding in the deeade preceding Frederick’s 

49elections Henry was still working to get hack Bavaria<, and a 
final settlement of this issue was soon reached (ll54)ê ® fhe duchy9 
howeverp had been diminished in size, for its former eastern marches 
were made into an independent imperial fief under the name of Austria 
Subsequent developments showed that this reduction of Bavaria was 
quite agreeable to Henry» Apparently he would settle for the title 
of Duke of Bavaria, which he felt he needed in order to restore the 
lost prestige of his family» Indeed9 he spent little time in his 
southern duchy, preferring to devote most of his efforts to the 
development of his Saxon holdingso

For the next two decades, Henry the Mon was an active part
ner of his imperial eousimo He participated in person in the first

®̂See genealogy in Appendix I©
^Eau fopo citofl pp0 34=37) is quite emphatic on this point9 

although he admits that the proof is difficult to find© That we 
find in the subsequent years is a sort of divided empire into two 
spheres of political influence © Frederick let Henry have the Worth, 
while he built his Hausmaeht in the South© Of© Hampe, Herrscher- 
gestalten, p© 195° Gronen, op© cit© aPP© 15, 22ff looks upon this 
60 agreement” from a different viewpoint© fhe author does not credit 
Henry’s policy or his character with any honesty© Her whole book 
is a bitter indictment of what she calls the Wolfs ® power-politieso” 
Gronen is of the opinion that the Mon had a definite program to. 
oust the Hohenstaufen from the throne and to take his place© Although 
Henry might have considered such a policy in 1176, he did not in 1152©

^Ott© von Freising, op© cit©, ii© 11©
•̂ "Henry Jasomirgott received Austria as compensation for the 

less of Bavaria under the Privilegeum minus of 1154* See Mayer, 
op© cito, pp© 1^275°



Italian esmpaigne am# later maintained the "balance of power in 
Germany in favor of the emperor daring Frederick's ahseneeo

In 1155 when Frederick went to Some to have himself crowned 
emperor "by Pope Hadrian IV? ftenry the hion accompanied fhe
Saxon was of great help in the tronhles and revolts in Some and his 
vigorous action in a riot following Frederick1 s coronation saved the 
new emperor9 s lifeo^

Henry was also present on the second expedition to Italy? 
which Frederick undertook in 1158=62 in order to punish the northern 
Italian towns for their disobedience and disrespect for his regalian 
rights and imperial ©verlordship in the Lombard area* At the head ofRKsome twelve^hundred knights? Hemy contributed a major part of the 
imperial forces; and M s  ability in the field and in the siege acti
vities before Orema were a decisive factor in the imperial victory? 
Although he did net participate in person in Frederick1s later Italian 
campaigns? he did much to keep order in Germany by Ms very pre
sence there ~ at least until he ran into serious difficulties with 
other power-hungry noblese

What was by far more important to the emperor than military 
support was Henry1 s active compliance with the empire1 s ecclesiasti
cal policieso The Wolfs had a tradition of. favoring the papal view 
in any fuarrel between the church and the empire o After all? they

•^licholas Ireakspear? the only English Pope (1154”59)°
•^TMs is the Romfahrt which all imperial kMgbts and princes 

had to attend as a feudal obligations The Reichsheerfolge otherwise 
was regulated by "national11 rather than feudal ideas® See Mtteis?
Qjpp Pijjrt-J?-. 9 PP  o 5 9 1 “ 6 0 2  o

Closer examination of Frederick1 s coronation and the troubles 
at Home will be reserved until the MegrapMcal sketch of Barbarossa 
later in tMs chaptero Details are found in Otto von Freising? op0
cite? lie II-260

^^See Hampe? Herrschergestalten? p. 197e •



were half Italian nobleso-^ Henry the hiong however9 took a very 
firm staai by the side of the Hohenstaufemo At the diet of Began- 
f©a (1157)9 Henry tried to reooacile I’rederiek and Hadrian IT when 
a papal letter created a serious misunderstandingo^^ The Pope8 s 
later explanation seemed to have "been prompted in part by the Lioats 
iasisteaoe that such a compromise was necessary and desirable

After Hadrian! s death in 1159; Hemy supported the imperial 
anti-pope Victor IT against Alexander IIIo fhen the former died 
(1164)9 the schism could have ended, but instead another anti-pope, 
Pascal III, was elected by the nprecipitous action of <>o0 Rainald of 
0elogne eie ̂  She new anti-pope met with little recognition even in 
Sermaigr§ and although Henry supported the emperor, he was not alto
gether sure that this was the right thing to do*. Frederick, in order 
to find allies for his eeelesiastieal policies, sent an embassy.to 
Henry II of England, She project seemed to have every chance of 
success, for Henry had just quarreled bitterly with Thomas §. Be eke t, 
who enjoyed the support of Alexander IIIo^® "Whether or not Henry II

^gee Appendix lo
^letails will appear in Barbarassa8s biography©
Poole (op0 cito, pp» 38-59) makes the point that Henry 

tried to reconcile Frederick and Hadrian IT© The author quotes from 
a papal letter to substantiate his claims “Hunc igitur quoniam ad 
eemmonitionem dileeti filii nostri Heinriei.Bavariae et Saxoniae 
duois,® and also *!mediante iam diets fill# nostro duee ©M (0rig© §welf 
III, 4®0 cp©}®iesebreeht, op© cit©, T, I56 as quoted in Poole, of© 
cito, p© 39 n©)© See also Philippsoa, op© cit©9 pp© $@3-®4o

^Poole, op© cit©, p© 480
Hebert of Torigssi (EolX Series) ed© Hewlett, p© 224©, At 

the diet of Wrzburg both Henry the Lion and the English ambassadors 
took the oath, dictated by Bainald of delogne, that they would never 
recognize Alexander III as Pope or any Pope elected by his party® t; 
gee the account of this diet in Servase of Ganterbury (loll Series ed 
Stubbs), I, 2©60® (Quoted in ibid©, p© 49 n©)©



seriously intended to help the 'emperor is ©pea to <ptestioa9 "but he
tit agree (la II65) to two future marriages9 that of his youngest
daughter Joan with Henry „ the infant son of the emperor# ant that of
Matilda, his eldest daughter, with Henry the Lien who had earlier
had his marriage to Slemeatia of Zahringem annulled a^ She proposed
alliaaee "between Henry II and Frederick I never materialized § neither
did Prince Henry marry Joan of England® But Henry of Saxony did
fulfill his treaty obligation by marrying Matilda in II680

. Henry was not so much concerned about his cousin5 s imperial
problems or church policies, however, as he was with the expansion
of his own power la the Saxon state* He is remembered best in German
history as a forceful colonizer of the Baet-Blbe regions, and it was
here that he made his most lasting contributions® She expansion
into the lands of the Slavs had been a project of Saxon rulers since
the time of Henry the Fowler and Hermann Billuag® In 11479 as part
of the Second Crusade, a number of German lords under.the leadership
of the. papal legate, Anselm, Bishop of Havelberg, Sad taken part in
an expedition against the Slavs® fhe young Lion participated in this
venture and the campaign was probably his first active move against 

50the Slavs® fhe crusade was prompted by Danish complaints about

■Ibidon pp® 44“45o 55 It was a consequence of his relations 
with the Emperor that he now annulled his marriage to Olementia of 
Sikringen® Marriages in the Middle Ages were commonly of a political 
nature and though the usual plea of consanguinity was raised, the di
vorce can be traced to political causes § considering that Henry had 
been married fifteen years, it is not difficult to see through the 
transparent pretext to more solid ground® fhe alliance - taken 
place when he was at bitter enmity with the Hohenstaufen, how the si- 
tuation was entirely altered®*5 However political Eenry5s motives, 
his alliance with England should not be considered as a move against 
Fredericks subsequent events would show the futility of such a belief® 
ironen, op® cit®, pp® 56“39 credits the Lion with only the ugliest 
motives® Philippson, op® cit®, pp® 277=78 states as a main reason for 
the divorce the absenbe of an heir, but also alludes to political 
motives®



Slavic piracy o In snfegefuent years Henry the Lion took charge ®£ 
guarding the Danish shorese In fact he enjoyed considerable in
fluence over the affairs of the Danish kingdom» In XI56 he aided 
Svein9̂  ̂the victor of a civil •war in Denmark9 to gain fuller posses
sion of the Danish crown<, 'When treachery on the part of Svein almost 
prevented a peaceful settlement $ Henry chose to support one of the 
other contestants for the Danish throne and helped him to victory

Bemewed trouble broke out on the eastern frontier in' 119? and
116© while Henry was in Italy = fhe Dion had tried to prevent such
occurrences by binding Hi clot, the Slavic leader, with an oath of
f e a l t y B u t  the lengthy absence of the duke left the frontier
virtually undefended and the Slavs decided to use this state of
affairs to their advantage» The successful campaign in 116© brought

66most of the Slavic lands under Henry I s control <?
It was only natural that Henry?s interest and help in the 

larger affairs of the empire should decreasee She emperor5s lengthy 
campaigns and their constant ill success made Henry quite reluctant 
to participate in these ventures, especially since he desired to 
concentrate all his efforts on the Slavic frontier© JO.though there 
was as yet no definite break in the friendship of the two men, the 
nature of their endeavors was driving them further and further apart 
until finally Chiavenna and Henry11 s refusal to aid the emperor made 
a definite break inevitable© Moreover, the tremendous success that

^ Ibid©g i© 67©
^Ibido© i© 77$, also Ehilippson, op© cit©, pp© 182=85©

Waldemar of Denmark was not very happy that Henry could control
^§#i# affairs, but for the time being there was nothing that the
young ruler could do to escape it©

; ̂ ^Helmold,.op© cite© i© 88©
66Poole $ opô _ci_t_o g pp© 42=44© See liau, op© ext o g pp© 22=2 3, 

also Hampe, Herrschergestaltenpp© 198=99®
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M s  "ventures la tke east enjoyed made Hea^f almost evereoafideat 
of Ms © w  aMllty aafl. encouraged M m  in Ms hopes ©f consolidating 
the whole of Ms Saxon holdings into a single territorial state o 

He had already instituted a very efficient administration 
in the Eastern iEareh9 using mainly M s  mimisteriales as officials 
He also settled Serman colonists on the laid vacated "by the Slavs 
In addition to the secular control ever the mark, Henry held ex- 
tensive powers and influences in the ecclesiastical administration 
of the added territory® In H54 Frederick had acknowledged Ms right 
of investiture over the new bishoprics ® an added indication of the 
truly royal might of the hiono^

Henry Os most effective and lasting work in the Worth and the 
Bast of .Germaiyy however9 m s  Ms vigorous and far-sighted commer
cial policy even though he sometimes used it only because he needed 
money®. ■ Henry was very much aware of the fact that Saxony was a trade 
route over wMch merchants travelled to exchange Ehenish and Flemish 
goods for Scandinavian raw materialso She center of this trading

Henry was obliged later to change the civil admiM stration 
into mere feudal terms $ wMch however losened the control he held 
over the march®

68 .lEaug oj3<̂ _j3it̂ 9 p® 23®
^ iMdo0 py 24° mFriedrich Harbarossa hatte schon 1154 an- 

erkanntj was Heinrich schon seit Jahrem. beanspru@hte9 und ihm feier» 
lich das Eecht erteilts jenseits der Elbe listSmer zu erriehtea und 
Bisehofe einzusetzea, daS die BisehSfe ’"a maau ipsius? g.uod regii 
iuris estg tamtuam a nostra recipient9M <*&aB sie von Heinrichs Hand 
erhalten sell tea? was konigliches Beeht war? gleiehsam als empfingem 
sie es aus der Hand des ESnigs selbstoM Also Hampe9 op° eit®« 
pp® 199-200? Poole j, opo cito3 pp® 35-360 See also Julius Herttung? 
«®er Brzstift Bremen und Heinrich der Ldwe»* Historische Zeitschriftg 
EXKIT (1 8 7 5) 9 331ff 9 and E® Jordan? lie Bistumgriindungen Heinrichs 
Ass Ldwemg Ihtersuchungen zur Seschichte der ©stdeutsehea Kolohi- 
sation (Leipzig? 1939)®
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activity ■was the seaport Lti.beck comremi.ently located on a hay of
the Baltic Seao Adolf of Holstein had foanded the town in 1147$,̂ ®
and it had soon come to he a sizable rival to the ducal town of
lardevieko Henry the. Biong who did not appreciate the loss of ia-
eomeg ordered Adolf to surrender half of Mheck® Upon the latter8 s
refusal $, the duke ordered the market closed» When a fire destroyed
most of the town5 the citizens turned to jEenry for help, which he was
glad to give© Adolf? realizing the futility of his stand against the

71powerful We If, surrendered the disputed area© Mheck soon regained, 
its prosperity under the favorable terms that the Henry the Lion 
granted and became the focal point of an extensive Bast^West trade©
She Lion made reciprocal trade agreements with Gnut Sriesem9 King.. 72of Sweden9 and the Prince of Fovgorad© Mheck was not the only
city that prospered as a result of Henry’s commercial policieŝ
Liberal charters and rights were extended to such towns as Stades,
his capital of Braunschweig (Brunswick), and Munchen was also founded©*^

It is q.uite amazing to observeohow much power and success
Henay attained© Hthout the confidence and willing help of the

7©Helmoldj op© pit©© i© 57i) Man, op© cit©© p© 27©
^Helmold5 op© ,cit©@ i© 86g Zam9 op© eito© pp© 27=29§ 

Poole 9 op© citog pp© 3̂ =37©
^Helmoldj op© cit©© i© 86 g Mauj op© eit © © pp© 29=31®
^%n Henry’s grants and charters to his towns see Herbert 

Meyer9 op© cit©g pp© 277=51$®
^fhe founding of Munohen (Munich) was in effect another 

example of the Welf8 s quest for money and power© In giving market 
rights and good bridges to Munohen9 Henry deprived Otto von Erei= 
sing of considerable income by destroying the prosperity of IShring, 
a market under the jurisdiction of the See of Freising© See San,

!*, p© 3©g Poole $, op© eit os pp© 37= 3s®
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emperor$, Hemy could met hife fulfilled Ms ambitious policieso
The extra-dmeal rigbts sad powers that Heaay emjo^dd as

margrave of the Saxos borderlands probably had the greatest isflmesee
upon his policieso It was as margrave that he gained the ideas of
a **unitary state?1 under M s  dominion for all of Saxonyo Shis? however*
he was sot able to achieve s even with the favor and friendsMp of the
emperor© The Saxon, duchy was so much a patchwork of the overlapping
franehigal and allodial rights of all sorts of lords* kMghtsj and
clerics that Henry found it extremely difficult to suppress these
ancient rights and to effect complete territorial control with his
central administrationo In addition he faced the ever-present threat
of power-hungry nobles whose dominions bordered on M s  own and who ■
were ready and eager to pounce upon his holdings9 if and when the
proper moment occurred o In order to understand Hemy8 s powers and

7 5problems* we must take, a look at Saxony and its frontiers o'.
Henry’s position in Saxony was based on two factors § one 

was his possession of the rights and privileges that were accorded 
the office and station of the Buke * the other was the private powers 
and controls that were inherent in his extensive allodial property 
around Braunschweig and Biineburgo The duchy in its make-up was 
based largely upon the lillung state of the tenth century and had 
its centers of power in Angaria* Westphalia* and gastphalia-e Added 
to this $ as has already been discussed at some length* was the Saxon 
march on the eastern bank of the- Elbe liver» The ancient official 
perogatives of the duke* such as the power of justice* the leadership 
of the military forces* the issuing of the Landfrieden* and the call 
of provincial diets? had been seriously weakened in Saxony. Henry 
used these ducal powers and privileges only sparingly, although we

^The following description owes much to Hau* op0 cite, 
pp0 14=22 o See also Euth Hildebrandt* Per sachsische w Staaf8 
Heinriehs des Bowen (Berlin* 1937)
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shoiald not asstame that they were n@n=*existent = ®f mmeh greater Imperf̂ . 
taaee for his power structure were the various counties9 advocacies,, 
and fiefs which he directly controlled0 Henry used these pockets of 
power to rule areas where his allodial rights were slight, as was 
true especially in the Vest of Saxonyo

It would he a serious mistake to ascribe to Saxony the fea
tures of a territorial state, although Henry did hid best to achieve 
that statuso The country could still only find its unity through the 
actual presence. of a strong ruler who held the various rights and 
privileges of all the parts unified in his person* Henry was trying 
to get control of all the various franchises and rights, so that he 
could exercise greater territorial control® This effort took so much 
time and money that the Lion absented himself more and more from 
imperial affairs® Even with the exertion of all his extensive power, 
Henry was not able to achieve his goals completely and parts of Saxony 
were either in a state of perpetual civile-war at the worst or at 
best were faced with a rather uneasy truce ®

Henry8 s repeated problems with the lesser mobility inside of 
Saxony proper were minor when compared with his troubles on the fron
tiers of his duchy» w$$g;?e he faced serious opposition from ambitious ' 
nobles and princes who resented the Lion's position both in his duchy 
and in the empire ® -

In the north-west corner, Henry faced the constant enmity 
of the archepise©pal See of Bremen® The archbishops had strong 
claims upon the county of Stade which Henry had succeeded in taking 
from them® He was later able to exert his power there to secure 
the election, of am archbishop friendly to his policies® The use of 
similar tactics with the Bishops of Halberstadt and Hildesheim was 
at least for a while quite successful®

Jt. far more dangerous threat to Henry's expansion!stie

^Helmold, op® clt®, ii® 6,8,#® See PMlippson, op® clt®,
pp® 80=83 o
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tendencies was posed by the Brandenburger Mark ©n the eastern 
frontier whieh was raled by the Sseanian hohseo Albert, the Bearg 
the current margrave 9 and Wiehmann9 Archbishop of Magdeburg, were 
formidable foes and rivals as the Saxon duke was soon to find. 
Against them he eould do nothing more than to fortify his frontier 
by strategically”placed fortresseso Constant border warfare was 
the usual pattern of affairs*

©a the south Henry (was effective in his attempts to control 
his frontiers* Here he needed to watch out for the landgraves of 
fhwringia and the arehepiscopal See of Mains„ Since the latter 
was trying to defend its possessions against fhuringia, Henry 
was thus able to neutralise dangers by an alliance with Mainz*

, The western areas were as dangerous as the Sseanian Bast*
The archbishops of ©ologne had long desired to possess Westphalia, 
where Henry6s hold. and control were weakest, and had attempted 
numerous times to achieve this purpose* Cologne was one of the 
great sees of the empire and its ecclesiastical lord was often the 
chancellor of the realm* The rivalry over Westphalia brought Henry 
the enmity of augh men as Bainald of lassel, Frederick’1 s great ' 
chancellor, and Bailip. of Heinsberg - both held the See of ©ologne -= 
and their ambitions proved most detrimental to Henry”s policies and 
attempts to consolidate his power in Saxony* The Lioais repeated 
frustration in attempting to exert a stronger control over West” 
phalia prevented him from permanently uniting Saxony and shaping it 
into a territorial power*

However great the checks and frustration put upon his 
policies seemed to be, the Welf0s power and wealth were nonetheless 
tremendous * Quite understandably, other less fortunate and perhaps 
less able men looked askance at his might and sought to further 
their own ambitions by leaguing together against the Saxon*

The failure of these repeated border wars waged by the 
jealous princes was partly due to the emperor8 s friendship for the
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Mob and t© M s  -willingness t© give M s  eemsin the "benefit of 
the d o u b t S h e  most serious of these eivil -wars ©oeurred in 
II660 She league of princes against the duke, included most of
his enemies and the destruction and devastation of Saxon terri=78tory were great = She feud was finally settled where Frederick
intervened in favor of Henry (at the Met of Wdrsburg on July 1®,
ll68)o She princes were accused of violating the peace and har~
mony of the realm and of bringing disorder to the state wMle the

79emperor was absent fighting in Italy0 With the humiliation and 
punishment of his enemies 9 Henry was free to consolidate M s  power 
furthero

On February 1, 1160, in linden on the Weser River, Henry 
married Matilda of England9 the daughter of Henry II» and thus 
completed M s  alliance with the Herman rulero She wedding was a 
grand affair, showing to the world the height of Henry’s power and 
achievement 0®® Such a connection with the Angevin house was highly 
desirable to the. Mon§ however, his gain was not purely politicalo 
Matilda, only twelve at the time of their wedding = Henry was 
tMrty~siae -=> grew into a devoted and loving wife, ever ready to 
aid and encourage her husband, especially in the dark days of exile 
that lay aheado She is described as a tall, blonde beauty, a true

77For a very apt statement of the mutual dependence of Frede
rick and Henry in their respective spheres of political powers, see 
FMlippson, 0P0 cito, ppe 350=51o

^®Helmold, opo elto, iio 7B also Otto von Freising, opo cite, 
appendix, p0 336$ Fhilippson, opo cito, ppe 340=51§ Poole, opo elt00 
PP» 49”55=

^Helmold, op0 cito, ii» 1% see also p. 275 n= 2| FMlippson® 
QPo cito, ppe 351-53=

8®Helmold, opo cito, iio 10§ also PMlippson, QPo cito, pp* 
353-54$ Hampe, op0 cito, p» 204$ Otto von Freising, opog,cito a 
appendix, p» 338=



daugiater of Eleanor of JLqnitaineo f&ey had mmmrons ehlldrem, 
among them Hensy the Younger, later Qemt Palatine of the EMneg 
0ttoj who was to heeome Holy Homan Emperor? and lilliam of W1b.= 
oheeter, who was horn, in England and founder of the line of dukes 
from the house of Braunschweig^hiinehurgo^

■ By 1168 peace had heem estahiished in Saxony and Henry was 
firmly settled in his duchyo In fact, he felt secure enough in 1172 
to leave his young and pregnant wife as regent while he went on a 
pilgrimage to the Holy hand® |he journey was relatively easy al
though Henry almost drowned when crossing the Baaube in a small 
hoat o But such incidents were, taken in stride, as were attacks 
from the Serbians and civil di sturbances in Hungary Q Easter (1172) 
Henry spent in Constantinople whar@ he was royally welcomed by the 
emperor9 Manuel X Sorthenesj and M s  German wife® His journey to the 
Holy Band continued by sea directly to Sere and from there overland 
to Jerusalem® Although Henry had planned to undertake am expedition 
against the Moslems9 motMng came of it©®'* On the way back the Saxon 
travelled the overland routej, stopping in the country of the Sultan 
of leonium where he was cordially welcomed® fhe return to Germany was 
uneventful9 and Henry was back in Saxony biy December9 bringing M|h 
him relies and riches unseen thus far in the Horth® Most of these 
were intented for the as yet unfinished Braunschweig cathedral®

Henry had formed an unusual friendsMp with Manuel 9 who. was 
usually not very amenable to visitors from the West® But tMs 
attachment was regarded with suspicion in German imperial circles 
where the eastern emperor was cordially disliked© Howevers the

®^lau9 op© citoo pp® 43-44©
a®See Appendix I ©

■ ?PMlipps©n9 op® cite 9 p® 3%  who makes the comment that 
Henry found the crusading knights much more ready to fight among 
themselves over petty rights than they were in fighting the in
fidels©
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stigma ©f treason that so w&W ©ontemporaries applied to Heaiyfs 
friendly regard for the Byzantine ruler cannot he suhstantiated©
A strictly political alliance mth the Welf could not have heea of 
any real advantage for Manpelj for he had no intentions of pro
ceeding against the Western empiree®^ His friendship for the' Mon 
seemed to have heea of a very personal nature»

What such a rumor9 true or not, could he circulated at the 
imperial court was a sign that Frederick Barharossa and Henry the 
Lion were no longer pursuing complementary interests» In fact, 
they were soon to he in open opposition to each othero For some time 
new their interests and policies had proceeded along different lines9 
and Henry, much too "busy in Saxony, had hardly participated in 
Frederick? s later Italian campaignsa She hope that Henry5s posses  ̂
sions would escheat to the crown, he cause he had no heirs, was 
frustrate# hy his marriage to Ssatilda of Englando®** Any hopes that 
the Lion might have had of succeeding Frederick were equally'de
stroyed hy the hirth of the later Henry 71*

She first real hreak between the two cousins came over the 
problem of the Italian possessions of Welf 71, uncle to both the
emperor and the duke© Since Welf had lost his only son and heir in
the malaria plague before Home (116?), life had ceased to have much
meaning for him© She old warrior began to pass his days in wild
festivities which soon exhausted his coffers© When the care of his 
vast estates proved exceedingly cumbersome, he sought for an oppor
tunity to dispose of them for a profit so as to acquire much needed 
funds© Finally, Welf promised Henry the Lion that at his death Ms 
Italian holdings would go to him and that in the meantime Henry

^gee ibido, p. 39I5 also Giesebreeht, op© cit©, T,
®̂ Fruts, Heinrich, pp© 294=,97°
D'g ■ • • - 1Fhilippson, bp© cit©, p© 33®°



eotiLd have the use ©f these laads for a momey payment o Heaaay ws
eager to have the Italian estates hat defaulted on his promise to
pay the oasho At this point9 the old prinee, angzy at his nephew8s
inability or reluetanee to pays, made the same offer to Frederick,

87who was only too glad to aeeept the termso In no position to
oppose Frederick8 s ae^P&sition of the lands? Henry actually had only 
his own. greed to blame for the loss of the Italian inheritances 
He could not forgive Frederick? however? for being so ready to take 
advantage of what the Saxon considered a family quarrel® Relations 
between the two men now began to grow more and more strained® The 
first steps to tragedy had been taken®

In 1174 Frederick undertook another expedition against the
lombard eitiest Although the first part of the campaign had favored
the emperor? his luck soon changed and he found himself in dire need
of help in the late summer of 1175® He therefore sent urgent appeals
to the German princes? especially to Henxy the lion® But the Saxon

88refused to follow his sovereign8s call® Frederick was surprised 
and pressed for a personal meeting? which took place at Ghiavemma in 
March of 1176®^ Whatever occurred at that rendezvous •- and this 
has been discussed and argued about by many scholars - the pleadings 
of the emperor had no effect upon Henry® Devoid of the support of 
the ablest and strongest of his vassals? Frederick was in no posi= 
tiom to wage a successful fight against the Bombard league® After 
losing the battle of Begnamo? he was forced to make his peace with 
Alexander III? and their settlement was incorporated into the treaty 
of Venice of September 10? 1177®^

87Ibido? pp. 3^1-75'Pruts. Heinrich? pp. 297=98®
See Ghapter IV for a discussion of the Shiavenna-ineident®

^Frutz? Heinrich? pp.® 301-02§ Philippson? op® cit®? p® -411$ 
Mau? op® cit®? p® 38®

^®fhe particulars of the peace of Venice appear later in this



aitkemgh Frederick had essentially failed in his Italian 
policy* his position in the empire had not suffered significantly* 
He returned to Germany ready to proceed against the man who had 
cost him victory at ^egmano*^

Henry was quickly made, aware of the emperor® s change of 
attitude * 11 though the duke had met Frederick with complaints
about border incidents at the diet of Speier (iOvember 11* 1178)* 
the latter had not taken much notice of the Saxon8s problemso la 
fact Henry became increasingly apprehensive about his position 
as the accuser* His enemies had taken advantage of the emperor®.g 
anger and soon the Welf was cited for all sorts of offenses against 
his fellow princes and the churches of Saxony* Hut Henry* out of 
fear or more probably from stubborness* refused to appear at any 
of the diets that the emperor had called for hearing his ease* He 
was therefore adjudged contumacious and was outlawed§ his fiefs were 
declared forfeitg and an added charge of high treason was levied 
against him*

Henry planned for a military defense of his country* The 
princes even without the emperor.® s permission had begun to raid 
Saxony and the destruction and bloody deeds on both sides reached 
gigantic proportions* The worst offender was Philip of Cologne * 
who* notwithstanding his clerical position* took a bloody toll 
on the Saxon lands* Sn attempt at reconciliation with Frederick had 
mo success0 In addition* the help of his English father-in-law* 
upon which Henry had set great hopes* was not forthcomings and M s  
relationship with the Banish king grew steadily worse» Through 
pride and greed he threw^away the friendship of young Adolf of

Thilippson* op* cito* p* 444° so wirkumgswoller sopi
te seine Maeht im Inneren Beutschlands aufgerichtet werdens hier 
sollte der Hann seine Strafe empfangen* der sieh vermessen,gegen 
ihn erhoben* sich ihm gleichsustellen gewagt * das meiste an seiner 
liederlage beigetragen hatte* Schon stand es sieherlich bei Fried
rich fegt* mit alien Mittel laehe an Heinrich zu nehmen und dessen 
Hitkaisertum in Beutsehlamd zu brechen*'® ,



Eelateia, the heir ©f his former g'uardian.o Henry8 s vassals3 fear=
ful ©f the emperor1s powerg deserted him in large numberso Only
a few were left who would stand by the duke in the winter of llSOo
However9 faithful friends like the eity of lubeok held out to the 

92very last* fhe emperor personally had to partieipate in the 
oampaign, but stronghold after stronghold fell to him without much 
fightingo By late 1181 Henry was forced to put himself at the mercy 
of the emperoro fhe latter 9 realizing that he himself was not com
pletely guiltless in the tragedy9 was ready to forgive his erring 
eousino But reasons of state prevented any restoration of the 
duke" s ■ former powers<? fhe princes9 especially fhilip of Oologne 
and Bernard of Anhalt ( the son of Albert the Bear)9 desiring to 
diyide his lands among themselves9 had long been anxious to crush 
the . mighty Lion.0 Frederick knew that a quick reconciliation between 
him and Henry was very much against their wishes® Though unwilling 
to reverse the judgment of Wurzburg$, he removed the outlawry and 
restored at least part of Henry % s allodial holdings in gaxosy®
nevertheless9 the duke was forced to go into a three-year exile

93which he spent at the court of Henry II of England o
When Henry returned to Saxony in 1185s he did not actively 

participate in any political events of the empire or in the storms 
that were gathering over the heads of his former enemies o He re
peatedly requested help from the emperor to prevent raids into his 
few remaining allodial lands9 but apparently Frederick did not trust 
his cousin sufficiently to help him regain any lost power9 In fact? 
when Frederick was preparing to go on a crusade (1189)9 he ordered 
Henry either to accompany him or to go again into exile® fhe Saxon 
chose the latter, hoping perhaps that he could regain some territory 
while the emperor was away® After spending a few months in England,



he returned to Braunsehweig mainly Because of the death of his 
wife Matilda (June 28, 1189 )o She had "been his faithful companion 
in exile and an ahle regent over his lands during his absences= 
Moire than that she had added a softer note to his often rather 
harsh and lonely existenceHer death demanded Henry8 s speedy 
return to his endangered lands which already the princes were 
attempting to seize o He also saw a change to recover some of his 
lost territory as some of his enemies were away on the crusade with 
Frederieko The emperor8 s death in 1190 terminated that venture ~ 1 
at least for most of the German knightso Such early successes as 
Henry now enjoyed were strictly destroyed by lenry VI, the new em
peror o She unfortunate capture of Richard the Liohhearted s King, of 
England and ilenry the Lion8 s brother-in-law, forced the Welf into

Q Cpeace with the emperoro y In July 1190, Henry had to agree to the
Treaty of Fulda, which among other things deprived him of the
companionship of his two oldest sons, whom the emperor demanded as
hostageso Since his younger children had remained in England, the
Lion was auite alone in Braunsehweigo His active participation in
German polities had ended once and for all* His oldest son was
able to effect a reconciliation between his father and the emperor,
but Henry 71 did not trust the old Lion enough to return the
Saxon’s sons whom he held as hostages* -Henry spent his last days
quite alone, building the beautiful cathedral of St» Blasius in

96Braunschweig and collecting ancient histories and sagas, In the 
spring of 1195 he became seriously ill and died on August 6, in the

94%bido, pp» 483-840
Albert Schreiber, ,sBrei Beitrage zuz Geschichte der 

deutschen Gefangense^aft Ses KQnigs Hi chard Lowehherz," Historisohe 
Yierteljahrschrift, XXil (1951), 268ff«
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ams of M s  son Heazyg now Count Palatine of the Rhine o He was 
hurled hesides his beloved wife Hatildao^^

It is difficult n#t to sit in judgment over the Lien of 
Brimswieko Certainly his eSstiaanegr and gpzeed for power had eeet 
him dearlyo He had possessed #o,muohc In position and power he 
tod heen second only to the emperoro It was his insatiable ambi
tion for independent royal status which proved to he his undoings 
However great his guilt in all the troubles and civil strife in the 
years from 1179 to 11819 Henry certainly paid for them with the loss 
of his lands and power$ the death of his wife; the captivity of his 
sons9 and the burden of a lonesome old age® His contributions to 
Germany were nevertheless of lasting value* The permanent conquest 
of the Saxon march and the vigorous trading policies which became 
the foundation of the Haase are the gifts that he gave his people* 
The Lion8 s work was to be remembered and appreciated long after the
Hohenstaufen Empire had collapsed o 88 In seinem Werke hat der ge<=

98fallte lowe uber seine Be swinger am Inde do eh ©bge'siegto*®7
His personality was characterized by a certain harshness§

he could not make friends easily? nor did his overweaning pride
99help him in keeping theme &. man of average size and yet great

strength? Henry had the black hair and beard of his Italian ances-
X©©tors and his face was dominated by large? black eyes* His per~ 

soaality had been formed in the relentless struggles of his youth

^%hiliupsQBo ©be citos pp0 554=55°
^®Hampe? Herrschergestalten0 p* 215s
^Mau? op* citos pp» 44=460 ^Wad tretsdem 1st Heinrich der 

hSwe bei all seiner Sehroffheit groB gewesen* is gibt keine kleinen 
Hafie an iha? keine kleinliehen Zuge* Sein leben war so groB? wie 
er es selbst auffaBte oto

^ ®Ibldoo pp* 45=44 Quoting from ©tto and heerbus Morena? 
contemporaries of Henry the Mono
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against the Hehenstaufem might and success had made Mm, cvereeafi-
dent of M s  e w  ability« His greatest weakness was tMs failure
to apply proper limits to Ms smMtionso Shakespeare6s lines from
Julius Caesar9 18She fault, dear Brutus» is not in our stars, hut in 

101ourselves,*8 are most appropriate to apply to Henry of Saxonyo It 
was not fate that the Lion eould hlame for Ms disasters^ the fault 
lay in Mmself o

Every age has am ideal, a concept and image of what a man ' 
should he likes In the late, twelfth century this ideal was that of 
the warrior or knight who was mighty in war, loyal in friendship, 
pious in belief, generous in giving, and just in actions Above all, 
such a man must maintain a proper balance and control over all his 
faculties and endeavors so as not to be too rash or too slow, too 
generous or too miserlyo In short, the most desirable quality was 
that gift which his contemporaries called the mSseFrederick 
Barbara ssa was just such an ideal knight § to many men he was the 
living representative of the image of their times© In M s  effort 
to restore peace and order in the German state and his desire to 
resurrect the weakened authority of the empire, he was to use the 
power of M s  personality to carry many a venture to success© . Through 
the trials and difficulties of M s  reign, tMs inner stability, 
dignity, and strength would rarely desert Mmg instead, these 
qualities were to grow and develop as the years went by©

lhat made Frederick the sjmbol of Ms age? Hot the least of 
the qualifications was Ms physical appearance © He was of medium

■^jEet© I, sc© iio in Go B© Harrison, ed© Shakespeare, the 
complete works (Hew Yorks Harsourt, Brace and Company, 1952),
p o 818o

is an old German term that could perhaps be trans
lated as 88 proper . measure



height 9 slenders dignified in hearings' ■with considerable strength 
lodged in broad shoulders and well~traimed muscleso His hair was 
curly, of a gold=>blonde color, and his heard was reddisho It was 
the latter which led the Italians to name him Barbaragsa ^

Frederick was first and foremost a man of action* ¥ntil the 
end of his days he fought alongside his knights and endured with 
fortitude long marches and the strenuous efforts of lengthy sieges* 
His military talents were impressive8 he knew how to organize a 
battle, to keep his army under an iron discipline, and to guide 
successfully what was often a disunified and motley feudal host©
It was natural that he should not find much time to spend on sehe=> 
larly pursuits, yet he did understand Latin even if he did not 
speak it very well© In his native tongue, he could he an impressive 
oratorg. fhat he did not disdain learning and contemplation is evi«* 
dent from his consultation with the jurists of the University of 
Bologna on the meaning of Homan law, and from his collection and 
reading of the legends and histories of his own nation© Moreover, 
he gave information and encouragement to his uncle ©tto von Freising, 
in compiling a chronicle (and a valuable historical work it is) of 
his own reign©

What most impressed his contemporaries» however, were his 
steady smile, his strength, and his courage © The Hohenstaufen was 
able to control his emotions under most circumstances, and his 
even temper and great endurance surprised most of his friends© TMs 
ability of personal control was coupled with an iron will and the 
perseverance to see things through to the bitter end© 18 He was a 
lover of warfare, but only that peace may be secured thereby© He

The description of Barbarossa comes from Bahewim, the 
eontinuator of ©tto von Freising, op© cit©, iv© 87© However, 
mazy of the details were copied from other famous Homan and Caro- 
lingian histories and thus Bahewin8 s description is of dubious 
value© j| better description can be found in ©tto Zorena8s HlstoV 
ria rerum Laudensium (Mon© Germ© SS© X7III, 5®2̂ 6>59)®



m s  fuiek of hand-, veiy -wise ia Go#is#l, mereifTal to smpplieaats» 
Isiai. to those aaier his proteetioao^®^

There were times9 however9 when Frederick6 g even temperament 
deserted him© He eonld he emotionalg yes9 even erael, heartless 
and yafergivdLafl-, as his dealings with the Italian oities clearly 
showed o He was not a saint© He was only a man, hat a strong end 
determined man who would pursue his ideas to the end9 as "both the 
Lombard towns and the Lion learned to their displeasure © St times 
he was too persistent 9 too sure that his way m s  the "best and only 
my© In fact9 this persistence was one of the maim obstacles to 
any agreement with Pope Alexander III© It took Barbarassa many 
years to learn the fine art of diplomacy9 but when he did 9 he was 
able to hold his own in any conference as the treaties of Venice 
(1177) and ©oastamee (IIS3) prove© It m s  this man, endowed with 
the physical and mental qualities that his age thought so desirable, 
who was called to rule the empire in 1152©

Hot only did his personality help make him the favorite 
candidate of the princes, but his background and family connections 
were to aid him as well© The HOhenstaufen family had gained their 
first prominence under Duke Frederick of Swabia (d© 11©5) who had 
married JSgnes 9 the daughter of the Emperor Henry IV© It was this 
connection with the Salic- House upon which the Hohemstaufens based 
their right to the imperial crown©'*'®'* The Swabian duke had two sons, 
Frederick called Monocuius (©ne-eye) and Qonrad, who later became 
emperor© The two brothers had supported their uncle Henry V in his 
quarrels with the German princes and the pope© Frederick had even 
hoped that he might be chosen emperor when Henry V died without 
direct heirs© But it was Lothar of Saxony whom the princes

•^©tt© von Freising, op© oit©© iv© 87©
i@5gee Appendix I& also Hans Pruts, Friedrich I© (lansigs 

AeW© Eafemann, 1871) I, 5“®*



elected in 1125» la their snpiort ©£ Henry T» the Hohenstanfea 
brothers had accepted the Salic emperor1 s opposition to Home and 
and the other german prince so Especially did they oppose the Welfs 
■with their Saxon and papal connections lat it was not long he*
fore Frederick not only acqnlesoed in Lothar1s election "but himself 
married the Welf Judith of Bavariag sister of Henry the Proud 
Frederick Barharossa was their only son.<v®® fhe other "brothers 
Gonradg however9 did not make peace with the Welfs o His enmity 
carried on into his own reign, and he was strongly opposed by Henry 
the Proud until the latter1 s deatho'*’®̂  Frederick Mono cuius was net 
always pleased with his "brother8s policies, least of all with the 
crusadeo He was understandably reluctant to send his youthful son 
Barharossa on a crusade whiehshe himself was too ill to participate 
ino Conrad8s crusade was a disastrous failure, and his rule too 
weak to achieve peace and stability in the empire®

It has been remarked "by many historians that the only thing 
of value that Conrad III,ever did for his realm was his designation 
of a successor® The princes, finally convinced of the need for 
order and peace, respected the choice of the dying monarch and 
elected young Frederick Barharossa, Duke of Swabia, as their king 
on March 4s 1152, at Frankfurt

^®^Hbt until the Concordat of Worms in 1122 was a sort of 
compromise established®

"*"®̂ See genealogy for the connection between Lothar III and 
the Welfs©

^®®Frederick was born in 1122® See ©it® von Freising, op©
citoa io9°

^®^See above pp® 23=2 4©
"^Heinrich Gunter, Das deutsche Mittelalter (Freiburg# 

Herder and Co.®, 1936), p© 207© See also Pruts, Friedrich, I, 27=515 
0tt© von Freising, op© eit® , ii© "l-2o



She first aet ©f the mew ruler was t© celebrate his cor©= 
matiom im the cathedral ©f Aaekem, the city ©f eharlemagmeo There,
om March 9 $ Frederick was crcwmed King of the Germans "by Arnold ©f

XXI:Sologne and was seated on the throne of the great Charles© The 
presence of Henry the Lion at the coronation was a visible sign of 
the new friendship between Hohemstaufen and Welfo

Frederick decided that an early settlement of the Welf claims 
upon Bavaria was necessary if order and peace was ..to be restored to 
the empire © Although the clergy pressed him to secure an under
standing with the pope first so that his coronation as emperor might 
be speedily achieved, Frederick agreed with his secular lords that, 
security and peace ought to be restored in Germany before leaving 
for Italy© npIt is impossible to discuss here either the many disputes
with which Frederick had to deal or their settlement© But the
most important problem was that of the Welfs© In 1154s after much
delay, a settlement was finally made© By its terms, Henry the Mon
received the title of Duke of Bavaria, and part of the duchy© How*3
ever,, another part of the duchy - the march of Austria => was created
into an independent imperial fief which was entrusted to Henry

113Jasomirgott, who had until then been Duke of Bavaria©
After the restoration of order had been achieved in Germany, 

the young ruler was ready for the journey to Rome in order to have 
himself crowned emperor by Pope Hadrian If© The trip south (1155) 
was less peaceful than anticipated© Frederick found himself opposed 
by the forces of a number of Bombard cities, but he managed to de
feat them, at least for the moment© While in Pavia he had himself

113°Ibidco ii© 5§ Pruts, Friedrich, I, 31-53© 
112See ibid©, 36-48 for details©
"̂ Ŝee above p© 26©



crowed, king of Lontbardyo But tie Italian tows seem met to have
been, too impressed, "by their new lord.*' Zeither was the situation
in Home very encouraging since Hadrian had. been forced, to flee by
the republican forces under the leadership of Arnold of Brescia*
When the Homan Senate attempted to negotiate with him and offered
him the imperial crow, but Frederick was incensed by their presump=

114tiom that the imperial crow was theirs to gives Entering; HomeHRquietly9 Frederick was crowed on June 1@ 9 1155° When the Roman.;;
mob heard the news of the coronations a riot broke out® But Frede=? 
rickj aided by the German prince's» especially by Henry the lion, 
q.uiekly and decisively brought an end to the disturbances© More 
or less to pacify the aristocratic faction in Rome 9 Frederick handed 
over Arnold of Brescia to the anti»=republican leaders who had him 
killed and had his body burned

Although he had been crowed emperor9 Frederick had not 
otherwise been too successful la Italy© She destruction of a few 
tows contributed little to any reestablishment of imperial power
in Lombardy© fhe future would hold only war©

Before we turn, however9 to Frederick's campaigns in Italys
we must investigate the plan and structure that he proposed to estab
lish in his imperial realm© Zewhere can his intentions be seen more

XX8'clearly expressed than in the first freaty of Constance (1 1 5 3K
If Frederick was to achieve his purposes of reforming and 

renewing the institutions and powers of the empire, he would have

"^^For the Senate8s delegation and Frederick® s answer, see 
©tto von Freising, op© cit ©, iig 29”31®

119IMd©s ii© 31”32 ©
ll6IMd O0 ii® ■. 33©' • ’
^^Gunter s op© cit ©, p© 2178 Fruts, Friedrichs I, 74=75®
^^for a discussion of the Treaty of Constance of 1153 and its 

results, see Peter Hassow, Honor Imperils lie neue Politik Friedrida



t© e©me t© terms with the Beaaa papaejo fhis was partiealarly me- 
cessazy since he was the first king = since 1125 - t© he elected "by 
a seenlar majorityo The ecclesiastical powers that had heen s© pre
dominant in the elections of L©thar III and ©onrad Illj had "been 
put into a secondary position® If the Homan pontiff and the Roman 
emperor were not to he in complete opposition to each ether, they 
had to reach some agreement or compromise®

{Frederick was firmly resolved (in 1155) to restore the im
perial powers of the Saxon and Salic rulers over Italy® That sneh 
a plan would run counter to the Gregorian theories of the papacy 
was almost.inevitable® But in 1155$, Pope lugenius III was in no 
position to advance the claims of the church® There were revolts 
in Borne, and the Sicilian ruler loger II was doing his best to in
vade papal territory® Bader these conditions the pope was glad to 
lave.Frederick,8s friendship, and. the emperor seemed the. only person 
who could help him with these troubles® iioThe treaty was based on mutual agreements and promises® 
Frederick would help the pope fight against his enemies - prin
cipally the Sicilian monarch - and in return the pope would crown 
the Hohenstaufen with the imperial diadem and do his best to help 
restore the honor imperil that had been lost in Italy® In short, 
this, was an alliance between empire and papacy along Ottohiaa-Salie 
lines with the leadership being definitely lodged in the emperor®
If this agreement with the papacy could be maintained, then Frede
rick was in a position to reestablish the Sacrum Imperium - an 
empire composed of Germany and Italy and including the secular

Barbarossas, 1152-1159 (ffiunchens E® Oldenbourg, 194®)$ see also 
Hermann He impel, Kaiser Friedrich larbarossa and die Wende der 
staufischen Zeit (Strafiburgs Htlmeaburg-i"erlag| 1942), PP® 8-11®

"^The first favor that Borne did for Frederick was the annul
ment of his marriage to Jldele of Yohburg in 1155® He then married 
Beatrice, the heiress of Burgundy (1156)® See Pruts, Friedrich, I, 
49, 91-95$ Otto von Freising, op® cit®, ii® 4®®
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overlordship of the city of Borne as wells Taken altogethers the 
allianoe meemt a restoratiom of lost regaliaa rights and powers© 

Frederick was never to achieve his purpose completely©
Even in 1155s immediately after the imperial coronation? conditions 
were, not any longer the same as they had been at the time of the 
Treaty of Qenstance© Eugenius III (d® 1155) had been sneeeeded by 
Hadrian IV who? although agreeing to adhere to the terms of the 
treaty? was ever fearful of imperial domination© -When Frederick 
could not get the princes to make war against Sicily? the pope felt 
the emperor had not lived up to his part of the agreement © Acting 
on the assumption that the treaty had been broken? Hadrian concluded 
a peace with William of Sicily at Benevemte (1 1 5 6)0^ ®

Frederick considered this separate peace and treaty clear 
violations of the agreement reached at Constance © Relations between 
the empire and papacy became strained© The storm broke at the diet 
of Besangon (1157) where Cardinal Island ~ delivered that fatefult , 122letter in which the troublesome term wbeneficial appeared©
Baimald of Cologne translated the word as “fiefoM The implication
that the empire was a papal fief was intolerable to Frederick? and

123Boland6 s subsequent remarks did nothing to ease the matter© The 
emperor? knowing full well that the pope was testing the extent to 
which papal claims would be silently accepted? felt obliged to affirm 
his political independence clearly and strongly© Behind his answer

^®8ee Frutz? Friedrich? I? 'l®7“0f for deMils©
^^Boland Bandinelli? later Pope Alexander III (1159=81)°
122lenefieia in actual translation means a benefit or a

blessing© However? in feudal terminology the word is also used
to mean “fief ot0 As the latter? it was interpreted here®

^%tto von Freising? op© oit©? iii© 8=10 contains a
copy of the papal letter© See also Hamper Herrschergestalten? 
p© 159g Prutz? Friedrich? I? 115=22©
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were'net mere werds Mt the united f@ree ef the secular and eccle
siastical princes ©f the empire9 the first such demonstration of 
imperial unity and strength since the days of Henry It was
not at all surprising, therefore, that Hadrian sought to calm the 
troubled waters with an explanatory letter#*^

So long as Hadrian lived neither emperor nor pope chose to 
pursue further the issue of supremacy of church or stateo At the 
next papal election (1159), however, papal and imperial interests 
clashedo. fhe majority of the college of Qardinals, strongly imbued 
with the ideas of ecclesiastical freedom and supremacy, elected as 
pope their most eloquent spokesman, Cardinal Boland, who took the 
name of Alexander lllo But a minority of imperial cardinals chose 
fctavian, a Roman nobleman of distinctly imperial persuasion, who 
called himself Victor IVo Frederick, wishing to arbitrate between 
the two popes, called a council to meet at Paviao (116©) When 
Alexander III, emphatically desyimg the emperor8 s claim to sit in 
judgment over papal elections and affairs, refused to attend, the 
council declared Victor IV the true popeo this dispute was to have

An eloquent witness to this unity of purpose is expressed 
in the reply of the German bishops to Hadrian XV, where they answer 
in the name of the emperor and clearly set down his principles©
*Ia the chief city of the world Sod has, through the power of the 
empire, exalted the church, in the chief city of the world the church, 
not through the power of Sod, we believe, is now destroying the em
pire o It began with a picture (Lothar III doing homage to the pope), 
the picture has become an inscription, the inscription seeks to be
come an authoritative utteranceQ We shall not endure it, we shall 
not submit to itg we shall lay down the crown before we consent to 
have the imperial crown and ourselves degradedo bet the pictures be 
destroyed, let the inscriptions be withdrawn, that they may not remain 
as eternal memorials of enmity between the empire and the papacyo18 
(©tto von Freising, oPo cite, liio 17®)®

^^For Henry the hion8 s position in the compromise, see 
p0 28 above © fhe papal letter of explanation appears in ibid o, 
iiio 25© -
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serious eeelesiastieal and political repercussions throughout22 gEuropeo . ' .
E© one was going to he kept in doubt about the ideas 

dreams of Frederick larharossa for very longs He early made M s  
ooneeptiom of the imperial dignity very clear- to all concerned© 
Already in the treaty of Constance (1153) emphasis had been placed 
on the principle of the honor imperii© the honor and power of the 
empire© -By II58 Frederick was ready for a general review of 
regalias rights9 especially as they pertained to his relationship 
with the cities of homhardy© In the years of the investiture eon=* 
troversy and even before 9 the northern Italian cities had slowly 
gained practical control of their own affairs© Frederick now de
manded these privileges of self-government and the like to be re
turned to the empire© For tMs purpose he called a diet on the 
Boneaglian plains (November 11$ 1158) It -ms here that the
emperor? with the advise of four learned doctors from the law 
faculty of the University of Bologna set down the Boneaglian de* 
erees®"̂ ® The imperial pronouncements amounted in the long run to 
a reestablishment of strict imperial control over the cities of 
hombardy© Frederick had every #gpestation that his plans would be
successful9 since he had just subdued Milan and had thus broken

129the center of strength in Worth Italy© y Only those cities that

12 Ibid©9 iii© 529 59-67$ 74-®4$ Frutz? Friedrich? I, . 
216-31 § Oiesebrecht? op© cit©? T9 227-54? Hampe? lerrschergestalteng
pp© 163-65©

12 ©̂tt® von Freising? ©p© cit©? iv© 1-9« ©tte*s continua- 
tor lahewin seems to have been present at Beneaglia© He gives a 
vivid account of the diet© See Pruts? Friedricha I? 169-83 for a 
discussion of Frederick? s motives and the importance of the Bologna 
lawyers©

128See ©tto von Freising? op© cit©? iv© 10 for the decrees©
2̂%ilam had submitted to imperial force on September 1? 

II58 and had made a treaty with the emperor© See ibid©, iii© 47©
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had "bees on the side of the emgerer in the recent conflicts were 
allowed to keep some measnre of self-government - mainly the privi
lege of electing their own officialso fhe other towns had to sub
mit to the appointments of the pedestas who were usually German 
knightso Heedless to say, the Lombard cities were not happy with 
the destruction of their independence $ nor did they appreciate 
foreign officials running their affairs« fhe heavy feudal exactions 
of the imperial officials became unbearable, and trouble was in the 
makingo Milan was soon again the center of an alliance of Italian 
eitieso Frederick had to move back to Italy with armed might and 
this time, he destroyed Milan completely

For a while it seemed that the emperor had been eminently 
successful, but the tide slowly began to turn against him* & 
proposed alliance with Louis VII of France failed to materialise, 
mainly because the French king had no intentions of becoming a vassal 
of the empireo fhe position of the imperial pope deteriorated, and 
the oppressive policies of imperial officials in Italy strengthened 
the hatred of the towns for the empireo

When in April 1164 Victor IV died, Frederick was prevented
from ending the schism by the interference of Bainald of Cologne3x1who brought about the speedy election of Pascal III* A recon
ciliation with Alexander III would have been extremely difficult even 
without the chancellor"s interference since the issues that divided 
pope and emperor were not contained in personal likes and dislikes 
but in their respective outlooks on the nature of the relationship 
of church and state o Alexander was supporting the Gregorian opposition 
to secular intervention in ecclesiastical affairs while Frederick 
was asserting the right of the empire to intervene in ecclesiastical 
affairs □ A settlement of their differences could only have come if

15®Prut2, Friedrich, I, 273-880 .
"̂ "Ssee above pa 28o



one ©f them had been seriously weakened0 In H 64 neither Frederick 
nor Alexander were actually prepared to give an inch0 For better or 
for worse 9 the emperor was committed to the schismatic policy even 
in face ©f the growing opposition to his policy among the Sezmam 
nobility0 She only men the lohenstaufen could really depend upon 
were his chancellor Hainald 9 M s  friend Otto von Wittelsbaeh, and 
his cousin Henry the Lionp Hoaetheless the latter was becoming 
quite dubious as to the advisability of continuing the sehismp la 
order to seek foreign allies for his policies$ the emperor had sent 
Hainald to England to conclude an alliance with Henry 11 (1165)0 
Howeverg, this led to a mere marriage agreement"^ rather than to 
any genuine diplomatic victory for the empire

Thus by 1166 the practical usefulness of his present policies 
had been reached« Though the bombard cities were still more or 
less under subjection̂  future difficulties were at hand with the 
formation of a new league being organized with the support of Pope 
Alexandero Frederick now decided to finish the job of unifying the 
empire once and for all before moving against Sicily© He had sue-* 
eeeded in capturing Home, when tragedy struck© In August of 1167 
the army was hit by a severe malaria plague which killed many of 
Frederick8e ablest and most loyal followers among them Hainald of 
Cologne 9 the imperial chancellors Frederick of Eothenburgg the son 
of Qonrad XXI§ the heir of the WeIf Italian estates, We If VII§ and 
o t h e r s T h i s  disaster was the turning point in the Italian affairs© 
The Lombard cities chose this moment to rise in rebellion, only Pavla

^" X̂t was here that Henry the Lion was promised the hand of 
Matilda of England, whom he married in 1168© See p© 29 above©

"^Henry II was rather striking at Thomas a Becket and the 
papal support of the latter8 s ideas than wishing to conclude a 
treaty with Frederick© This became quite apparent shortly after the 
arrangements had been made© See Pruts, Friedrich, X, 377=939 snd 
p© 28=29 above©

■^^See ©tto von Freising, op© cit©, appendix pp© 337a38o



remaining' loyalo Frederiekp having egeaped the plague, managed 
to get to Germany hut under the direst diffieultiego His army 
had heen destroyed» and M s  imperial policies were now reaping the 
hitter fruits of oppression and servitudeo lor was Germany itself 
very peaceful© . Henry the I>iom was hard pressed in his campaign 
against a league of princesi mnd in need of imperial intervention 
to hring the affair to a elose®^̂ ^ Henry?s subsequent victory was 
also a victory for the emperor© So far the Saxon had stood loyally 
at his cousin?s side© But with problems in Saxony and in its 
marches occupying his attention and energy more and more; Henry6s 
active participation in the affairs of the empire decreased eon= 
siderahly©

It took Frederick until 1174 to collect another.force to 
move against the Italian towns which in the meantime had united 
firmly in a defensive league with the aid and leadership of Alex= 
ander III in order to keep Frederick and the imperial power out of 
Italy© lor were the German princes eager to follow the emperor on 
another oamped.g»» for one reason or another# many excused them- 
selves ? among them the Mon© Indeed it was extremely doubtful, 
whether the princes had actually consented to the campaign at allô -  ̂
When Frederick found in 1176 that his army was not sufficient to 
cope with the Lombard league? he again called upon the German 
princes for help? especially the luke of Bavaria and Saxony© But
the appeal was to no avail© fhe Lion did not even consent when" ' XW7Frederick begged him on bended knee at their meeting at Ghiavenna©

"̂ ^̂ See above pp© 55”5̂ ®
^^See Mitteiso op© ®it©9 p© 599s Hi chard Schols? Beitrtge 

aur Gesohichte der loheitsrechte des deutschen Kdnigs (Leipzig? 
Buncker & Humblet? 1#9^)g PP® 34 5̂1®

•̂ ^̂ gee above p© 39 and Ohap© 17. for a detailed study of 
the Ghiavenm-ineident ©
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Thus the emperor had to faee the army of the Italian league with a
small feudal hosto The battle took place on May 29» 1176g at
legnanoo #iat had at first looked like a victory for the imperial
forces had turned quickly into @ decisive defeats It was even
rumored that Frederick himself had been killed in the desperate
and bloody struggleo^®

The emperor had no intention of terminating the war against
the Lombards9 and the princes were equally opposed to continuing the
the struggle 9 especially against Alexander IH» Although the
princes did not directly refuse to help* as had Henry the Lion# they
were reluctant because of the schismatic policies of the emperor<*
After Legnan®# the necessity of arranging a peace with the pope became
Frederick6s first objective# and at Anagni (October 1176)# the
emperor began negotiations with Alexander Ills Through his ambassa=

139dors Frederick conceded many points in dispute to the Popes J 
True # the grand dreams the emperor had had in regard to Italy had 
come to noughts but once negotiations had started he hoped to make 
the best of the situation and to gain time# It was of primary 
interest now for the emperor to preserve what remained to hinto This 
meant he must turn to the consolidation of his position in Seraaagr* 
For this he needed an understanding with the pope and a peace with 
the Lombard citieso The resulting Treaty of Venice (1177) was in 
many ways a diplomatic victory for the emperor even though he had 
humbled himself before the pope for all the world to see# For#

 ̂See Pruts 9 Friedrich# II# 279-84 & description of
the events of the battle of &egnan©» The empress was so sure that 
her husband was dead that she was already wearing widow's we edge

^ S e e  Heimpel, op* eit#9 pp* 15-16 for a discussion of 
the terms of Anagni§ cf=# EratSs Friedrichs Il9 287=98# Both 
authors make repeated reference to the fact that Frederick's skill 
as a diplomat was such that these agreements turned out in his 
f aver# although on the surface this was not the case*
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Frederick was learning1 from experience that the performance of 
humility is a mere acts and that true victory lies in advanta= 
gecas agreements and treaties©"^®

She emperor0 s peace with the pepe had immediate repereus= 
sieas in the affairs of Henry the Lien© Wader its terms WlrLeh, a 
hitter foe of the Saxon» who tod heen expelled heeause of his Blexaa- 
drime leanings; was restored to the See of Halherstadto She fact 
that Frederick did not attempt to prevent this restoration made it 
quite clear that he was going to make the Lion pay for his refusal 
at Qhiavemaao

Only a truce, not a peace with the Lombard cities had been 
concluded at Veniceo It was not until seven years later that Fre~ 
deriek finally came to terms with the Italian towns © During this 
interval Alexander III had died (1181); but despite this fact the 
relationship between empire and papacy had not markedly improved©
®m June 25, 1185, at Qonstanee$ a compromise peace between the 
empire and the towns was finally agreed upon© Though the Lombard 
cities recognized the emperor"s technical overlordship, their exer
cise of the regalian rights went unchallenged © In short, the

14.1Italian towns were permitted the essentials of self-government © ^
She treaty was of advantage to both parties© The cities needed 
peace to carry on their mercantile affairs, and Frederick needed 
their support to achieve Ms own program© I© one realised this 
mutual advantage between empire and cities better than the pope 
who now found himself isolated and deprived of Ms role as an 
effective counterweight to the emperor©

The peace of Gonstamoe was to be the cornerstone of Frede
rick9 s new position of power© Even before its successful con
clusion, his strength in the empire, and especially in Germany,

^Xbldo, II, 510-37 for details about the treaty* ef© 
Heimpel, op© cito© pp© 17=19 ©

"^gee Irutsp Friedrichs III, 140-6 4©
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had stood the test of the defeat at Legman©o lowhere can this 
eentinmtien of imperial strength he seen more elearly than in the 
events which led to the fall of the Li©Bo We must not for one 
moment "believe that Frederick was going to let his cousin remain in 
Ms  position of great power© In lieu of Henry11 s refusal to he the 
emperor's loyal vassal and especially in view of Henry's hope of 
creating a royal domain of his own, the emperor, if he were to 
maintain the empire intact, had to crush the Saxon9 s power© She 
greed and jealousy of the Berman princes provided Frederick with 
am excellent lever to "bring legal action against the duke, and the 
letter's refusal to recognise the emperor's right of judgment over 
him made Frederick's position even stronger© Heedless to say, the 
Lion, handicapped hy his limited resources and "by his own personality, 
was to fall before the imperial might The fact that Frederick,
despite his victory, was not ahle to add Saxony to the royal domain, 
was a forshadowing of a day when imperial power would he greatly 
diminished and public authority would he in the hands of numerous 
independent nobles© Frederick, however, seemed confident that the 
feudal lords could he tied closely to the crown and held in line© 
Wader Frederick and Henry 71, his son and successor, this proved 
true© Hut neither Frederick nor his son could foresee what was to 
happen after 1197° Imperial strength and splendor were not to last 
forever©

The final years of the reign of Frederick Harharossa were 
in the main years of success and power© Two events stood out as 
symbols of the magnificence of the empire and its ruler© The one 
was the splendid festival which was held at the diet of Mainz in 
May of 1184© Here the two elder sons of the emperor, Henry 71

"^See pp© 40=41 above5 the trial and all the particulars 
regarding it will he discussed in chap© IV©



and Frederick (Dmke .of Swabia)* were invested with the symbols of 
knighthood g here the flower of the German nobility was assembled 
to do homage to its great emperor<, The display at Mainz was the 
emblem of a powerful state o"*"̂  She other grand achievement of the 
emperor was the Sicilian marriageo Henry VI was married to Con= 
stance? heiress of the Sicilian throne? on January 27$ 1186 in the 
cathedral of Milano She marriage seemed to announce that Frederick 
had successfully united all of Italy and Germany into one empire o"̂  ̂
Share was little that the pope could do at this moment to prevent 
this encirclement of the papal states by the empire"With this 
wedding? Frederick had reached the full plentitude of his powero 
How he and his son Henry = eo=regent with the title Gaesar - seemed 
free to proceed to the task of solidifying their magnificent realmo 

But in 1187? Saladin1s capture of Jerusalem called forth a 
new crusadeo Frederick himself took the cross and? leaving the 
realm in the capable hands of his sen? started out for the Holy 
hand? accompanied by his younger son? Frederick of Swabia= Shey 
proceeded to take the land route ? probably the same route that 
Frederick had taken when he had gone on the crusade with Conrad III 
in 1148o Despite numerousmtroubles on the way? especially with the 
Byzantine emperor? the German crusaders managed to reach Ssia Minor 
in good condition  ̂ But there? on June 1©? 119©? the aged emperor 
drowned in the waters of a small river in Oilioiao"^^ His body

^See Erutz? Friedrich? III? 175=?83§ Hsmpe? Herrscherge° 
stalten? pp» 185=840 Bberhard ©rthbrandt? Deutsche Gesehichte (Lau- 
pheims Pfahl=Verlag? 1955)$ PP° 301=05 Quotes some interesting 
chronicle accounts about the dieto

144See Frutz? Friedrich? III? 253=3 6,
^4%illiam II of Sicily? who was reigning at the time? was 

Constance8 s nephew. He was not expected to produce any male heir? 
and he did not,

^4^For a poignant description of the emperor6s death? see 
©rthbrandt? op, eit,? p, 305? as he quotes from the letter of a



was carried with the army to Palestine where it was to he hiaried 
in Jermsalemo But when the crusaders were laaahle to reach that 
eity9 they huried their great emperor in the desert sands before 
Acre o

Frederick Sarbarossa died at the very height of his power® 
ill though his great dreams as a yemng emperor had been shattered 9 
he had learned to make the best of his victories and defeatss and 
he had fashioned for himself a mighty empire 9 almost as great as147that of Charlemagne or Otto To His was a reign of relative order 
and peace 9 and his was a period of dramatic events and great aeeom= 
plishmentso It is not surprising that his name and deeds have 
found their way into numerous legends and sagas® She people of his 
re aim 9 weary of the civil strife and anguish of later centuries 9 
were to place the great Hohenstaufen in the cave of the Ê rffhhuser 
where he would sleep = so the legend tells =• until days of peace 
and splendor would come again to the land he loved o fhen he would 
awake and reign anew®

crusaders gleiehen Tage war der Herr Kaiser auf einem Ab-
kilrsungswege in das fal gekommea und hatte hell einen EmSerst 
reiBenden Flu® ubersehritten® Br naW an dem anderen Ufer eia 

2U si eh® j&ls er damn aaeh all den unsagliehen Huhsalen 
eines gansem Monats in eben diesem Flusse ein Bad nehmea und 
gckwimmen wollte, versehlangen iha ® ® ® die Wellea®’8

'^^Fer an eloquent discussion of the concept of empire in 
the age of Frederick Barbarossa9 see leer9 Die fragodie des Eeili°
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The Trial

The trial ©f Henry the Lion in 1180=81 and the causes that 
led to it have "been called ®twe ©f the most vexed tuestions in 
the history of the Middle Jigeso"8 Repeated references have "been 
made in previous chapters to the political and. constitutional 
importance of the fall of the Liea» hut the episode itself merits 
a discussion in considerable detail«, Before this can be done, 
however, we must look at three points of difficulty$ first, the 
numerous historiographs,pal controversies? second, the legal and 
constitutional changes that were occurring in the twelfth century 
empire? and third, the possible motives and guiltso

Historiographieally, we are handicapped by our ehroaol©° 
gical separation from the twelfth century, by our far different 
philosophical, political, and social outlooks? and most important, 
by the high diversity of opinion among the specialists who have studied 
this evento Scholarly discussions tend to fall into either am 
imperial versus ducal controversy or a legal versus political 
quarrelo Such disagreement is not novel in historical research? 
in fact, it could be termed the common denominator of all histe~ 
riaae* workso The degree of controversy over Henry the Lion's trial 
is, however, unusually greato This has had some decisive negative 
influences on the theories and interpretations of the various 
scholars, for the desire to point out apparent errors in the writings 
of their fellow researchers is s@ overwhelming that it becomes 
very hard to remain objectiveo The difference in time and Weltan
schauung Is unavoidable, but the absence of trustworthy documenta
tion further increases the problem of interpretation and tends t® 
obscure the results of any studyo

■^Poole, opp clto, p° 59 p



She eeatseveraial ©piniems ©f selaolars like James Westfall
fh©mps@B aad Seoffrej larraeloTtghg^^ -who disetass the trial from
the partisan viewpoint @f either emperor or duke, have been largely
resolved in favor of the emperor8s side* She comparison of Henry
with the English barons at Eunqymede wbleh $hdmps®n^^® seemed to
consider important is only a minor points However, historians
favoring the imperial side should not rest on their laurelso

1 5 1Actually, as Hitteis has pointed, out, there was no victoro She 
important issue is the controversy over the legal and political 
factors that are involved in the trialo Most of the historians who 
have worked on this case lave approached the facts from a political 
or a legal point'of Mew, but rarely from both* Their one point 
of common agreement is the 88 final guilt® of Henry® For, regardless 
of the investigative approach taken, they all consider the Saxon 
guilty* Henry8s personality was not particularly suited to eom= 
promises and reconciliation and his inability to admit or overcome 
these faults is often the guilt in question,

Whereas most early scholars'^ have pictured the trial as a 
predominantly legal problem, more recent Mews emphasize the

"^See n, 4 in the Introduction, p, vii,
“̂Thompson, op, cit,, p, 505*

^^Heinrich Mitteis, op, ©it,, p, 69®8 «Bs gab weder Sieger 
noch Besiegte iia Froze# Heinrichs des Ldweh, Beide waren besiegt, 
der Kaiser und sein stolser Segner, Sieger war der Sedanke der 
furstlichen Tormachtsstellung gegendber dem Kaiser©*8

■^Mueh ©f the legal emphasis in the trial proceedings had 
taken its cue from repeated investigations of the Gelhhduser Wr<=> 
kunde. The essential nature of that document is subject to serious 
disagreement. There is no unanimous agreement on the (question of 
whether it is strictly a legal letter conferring a fief or whether 
it has political compromises connected with its statements, M noted 
exception to the legal Mew in the older scholarship is Hans Prutz 
who in his biographies of both Henry the lion fop, cit„ pp, 294=5#) 
and %ederiok I (op, cit,. III, 5©-45) the political approach©



political- nSture of the ineideato^^^ Persoaally I am iaelined 
to . agree with this latter view# particaMrly since a maher of the 
primarily legal causes cited for Henryk's fall cannot he gahstaa- 
tiatedo^^ A. recent synthesis of heth the legal and the political 
view has heen presented hy Theodor Mayer and Carl Brdmannô *̂  ̂ Their 
explanations add a significant clarity to this investigation ■* so 
far as this is possible» .

& second complication in the study of this trial arises from 
the confusion that is to he found when a legal system is in the 
process of transition* In twelfth century Sermany the very founda
tion of the law itself was changing® Until recently the legal 
system of the empire had consisted of numerous ,8 tribal® . codes which 
are called the Landreoht or common law® Under Frederick I a new 
legal system# the Lehmreeht# or feudal law# he gam to supersede the 
Landre oht The change from the one system to the other was not
completed in the twelfth century0 This accounts for the fact that 
Senry the Lion was tried according to both® It is almost impossible 
to adequately separate the two proceedings into their individual 
component parts® The current change in the orientation of the law 
also brings up the troublesome question of the ® peer# who alone 
could try so important, a ease® Whereas - Henry the Lioa advanced the

5%eeent scholars like Mitteis and Haape# to name just two# 
have advanced a strongly political view rather than a legal one®
More emphasis is given to Frederick.1 s participation in the quarrel 
and greater significance is attached to his interference in the trial 
proceedings® How influential his position was in regard to the causes 

, of the trial will be discussed in conjunction with the trial proper®
■*"-^Mitteis9 op® Git®, pp® 591 ^ 7®
^ %P® clto The present student is very much indebted to 

the work of these two scholars®
"^See Gbap®. 11# p® 19 for a discussion of the empire1 s 

legal system®



,93?aeial=aatiQmlm idea ©f peerage under wbS.eh he eould he judged 
©aly hy the Swahlan aohles9 %edezi@k maintained that under the 
hehnrecht the entire German nobility constituted the ** peers30 and 
that the emperor could summon a court regardless of the "national*? 
affiliation of its members» The insistence of the emperor on the 
superiority of his prerogatives over.these of the lesser nobles 
only confuses the issue further for the historian who tries to 
disentangle the legal compiieationso^

As the "racial^mationaiw divisions of the empire gradually 
disappeared9 the traditional constitutional concept of the "duke*9 
as the highest administrative officer possessing privileges and : 
prerogatives that could only be checked by the emperor* ceased to 
be importanto Instead there slowly emerged a feudal peerage whose 
power rested far more on territorial holdings than haft- that of the 
dukes® The destruction of the ducal powers of the Liett - in both 
his duchies - in many ways accelerated this constitutional develop
ment » It is highly questionable whether the disappearance of the 
duchies was very profitable to the empire® However much strife 
the ducal system had entailed* the revolts had been kept to a 
relatively small number of men and often this served to foster a 
quick settlement of the trouble® The more numerous feudal nobles* 
secure in their independent territorial holdings* became involved 
in as many civil wars as ever the dukes had* but the settlements of 
their struggles proved increasingly difficult* especially after the 
middle of the thirteenth century® It has been argued that the &is= 
solution ;bf the duchies in favor of more extensive rights to the
lesser mobility was the price that Frederick had to pay his princes

1 5 8for their helm in the campaign against the Lion®

"k-̂ The matter of high treason and contumacy is pertinent 
here® &, discussion will appear later in the chapter®

158pMlippson* op® cit®* pp® 44©~41o MBer feurigste Bewun- 
derer Friedrich I® und seiner auBergewohnliehen staatsmlnnischem



fhe politieal ereats that emlmiagtted in the trial are 
extremely diffienlt to pinpeinto Henryks actions at GMavenna 
and his refusal to help Frederick at legnano have long puzzled 
historians e Eq.nally obscure are Frederick11 s motives in "bringing 
Eemy to trial« Bid he want his cousin’ s destruction, or was he 
only the impartial judge in the trial of the princes? However 
influential the complaints of Henry’s enemies were in "bringing 
him to trial, the success of such legal proceedings depended on 
the emperor’s unwillingness to any longer support his cousin’s 
policies* Frederick must have had a reason for desiring Henry’s 
removal from power* However, his exact motives cannot easily he 
established* Our uncertainty about these political events stems 
mainly from the fact that many of the details are a matter of 
conjecture* indeed, the often inconclusive evidence permits a 
rather wide range of interpretation* these historiographical 
difficulties and diverse scholarly opinions must be kept in mind 
when we deal with the causes, the procedures, and the results of 
the trial©

@ur first concern is with the causes of the legal proceed
ings against the Lion* thy was Henry of Saxony tried? What was he 
accused of? What ” crime” had he committed? Shat was the evidence 
against him? Ind finally, was he really guilty?

Jlay discussion of the problem of the causes must concern 
itself with the controversial matter of the meeting at GMavenna© 
There Henry had refused to aid the emperor further in Italy, with 
the probable result that Frederick lost the battle of: iegnano*^^ 
What happened at that meeting to make it so important?

Saben mu6 eimgestehem, daS eif in die sea Bankte einen zwar wegen der 
ihn veranlassenden Wmstande verzeihlichen, aber jedenfalls groBen 
und verhangnisvollen Fehler begangen hat*”

^Henry’s strength in armed retainers and his ability as 
a fighter were always welcomed in^the Italian campaigns©
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SIthough some seholars have come to the conclusion that 
the accounts of the meeting at Shiavenna are to# fanciful t© he 
trustworthy 9 we cannot conclude that the event was completely 
fietitiomso^® it is not likely that a "break of this magnitude 
would occur "between two men who had. been friends for so long a time 
unless more was involved than a vague misunderstanding©

M majority of the chronicles place the meeting between the 
two cousins between larch 1 and 7s liySg1^  probably at Qhiavenna"*"̂  
on lake Oomoo Here Frederick pleaded with his cousin to help hi# 
in Italyj but Henry refused to do so unless he would be paid for 
his service so He demanded the imperial city of goslaar,1^  whose 
wealth in silver mines and strategic position in Saxony made it 
a valuable fiefo As Frederick was unwilling to sacrifice Seslar?

Ferdinand @at@rb©ek9 Her ProzeB Heinrich des howem 
Hritische Intersuchungen (Berlin9 19©9) as.quoted in Pbilippsons 
oPo clto o pe 618§ ofo Hampej Kaisergeschiohte9 p» l6l no2 o

■̂ "̂ Philippsonp QPo eitoi) Po 615=19 ° *°#berdies fuhrt der 
jahe Bruch des bis dahin so nahem freundsehaftlichen xmd vetter= 
lichen Yerhaltnisses zwischen dem Kaiser und dem Herzog fast raft 
Hotweadigkeit zu der Annahme 9 daB zwischen ihnen Aug6 in Auge eia 
©ff̂ hftSs kaum mehr auszugleiehendes Eerwurfnis eingetretem seio” 
Giesebrecht, op0 citog 7$ 777“79§ Poole9 op* pit**, pp© 59-67$
PrutZo Heinricho pp0 501=02 o

l62Ibidoo p0 5©1© ■
^^%he oldest chronicle which mentions this place aM date is 

the Annales Paddrbornenses (edo Po Sehaeffer-Boiehorst Jlnnsbruekj 
1870J 9 ppa 9©ff)o S!111762 "000 Imperator eoo fuga captus Gumas se 
reeipit® fall casu imperator anxius et curis ingentibus pressus 
Heinrie© duel Saxonie per nuncios voeato iuxta laeum Samanam oceurit 
et humiliusp q.uam imperatoriae maiestati congruebat9 rogavit eum, 
ut as repa^andos imperii casus suxilium praeberet 9 collect© in 
brevi exereitu eoque in Italiam traductos cuius petition! dux as- 
sensum non praebmit 9 ©bortis iam dudum inter eos diseordiiso18 
(Quoted in Philippson  ̂QP° cito0 p» 615®)9

demand of Soslar as a fief in reward for military 
services is found in Otto de So llasius (do 1225)9 who can be



and further pleading with, a great deal ©f emotional display proved 
a© avail9 the two men parted in anger = At this meeting the alliance 
between Frederick and Henry which had preserved the peace in Germany 
for almost three decades had come to an enda

fhere is no direct ©omeetiem he tween the meeting at 0hla* 
veaaa and the.subsefaemt trial® Nevertheless@ whether we call 
Henry's refusal treasonable and view it as a legal cause for a 
possible trial or whether we approach the i$oidemt from a political 
angle we cannot deny that the friendship between emperor and 
duke had been disruptedo Frederick9 after being humiliated at 
hegnan© and Venice9 would naturally have felt unfavorably toward 
the man whom he might hold directly responsible

called a continuator of ®tt© von Freising? s work® His chronicle 
dating from about 1210 (lU@oSSe 35ff) states8 ^Jmperator
igitur Augustus legates in §exmaniam pro supplement© exereitus 
direxitj simulfme at Heinrioum avuneuli sui filium9 ducem Saxonie 
et lavarie $, ut Glavenne ad' eollcqLUim sibi occurreret, venientique 
obviam proeedemsj ut perielltanti imperlo subveniret9 plus gnam 
.imperialem deeeret malestates9 humiliter efflagitavit® Dux igitur 
Heinrieusj utpote solus as subveniendum imperio hoe tempore potentia 
et ©pmlentia idoaeus9 Goslariam dltissimam Saxonie euititatem iure 
be me fioil pro donativ© ad hoc expetiit® Gesar autem tale beneficium 
sibi imuit© ext©r%ueri ignoniniosum existimans9 mimime consensit®
Pro quo Heinrieus iratus ipsum in perieul© constitutum reeedems 
reliquit 000 imperator ooo memer eontemptus a dmee Heinrie© apud 
Glavennam sibi exhibiti o® (Quoted in Philippson9 op® ©lto9 p® 615)» 
Bur chard of Hrsperg (d« 1226) tells a similar story although he 
does not have definite dates® He adds the tale of Henry's eup-bearer 
Jordan® (MoGoSSq XXIII s 557)=- "Qaidaa autem ipsius duels ©ffieialis 
Jordaras nomine 9 narratur superbe dixesseg Sinite9 d©mine9 ut corona 
imperialis veniat vobis as pedes9 quia veniit et ad caput o® (Quoted 
in Philippsoa9 op® eito9 pp. 615-16)» ©islibert of Moms® (Ghronicum 
Haaomiemse 0 g»6<»SS» XXI) writing about 11 6̂ 9 has about the same story 
(Quoted in Philippson9 op® cltofl p® 617®)®

^^fbe matter of high treason will be discussed later®



What were Hemy8 s reasons for refusing to go to Italy? j.
nm'ber of possible answers can be suggestedo Besides the dis~

1^7agreement over the iiaheritaaoe s there was a rwor in im
perial eireles that Henry had formed an alliance with certain
enemies of the empire $ namely Manuel of Byzantium and the Lombard

l6Stowns o Henry is said to have made sueh an alliance with the 
Byzantine emperor while he was on M s  way to the Holy Lando How
ever $, the evidence for sueh a treaty is negligible® Furthermore 
Frederick and Manuel were not ;©n unfriendly terms in 1172= Her 
was Henry received as a w traitor3” by his cousin when .he returned 
from his pilgrimage

fhe charge that the Saxon duke had made an agreement with the 
Lombard cities and. thus with Alexander III appears to be inaccurate® 
Although the accusations cannot specifically be disproves,, it is 
highly.unlikely that Henry made such a treaty® His practices of 
lay investiture would scarcely have pleased the pope, nor was he 
otherwise on good terms with the clergy® Further, it is doubtful
that the Italian cities would have trusted a man who in former wars

17©had fought so vigorously against them® 

l67See ©hap® III, pp® 58=59°
l6SQesta Henri ex II (li®§®SS® OTII® p. 1©1®)§ wpretera im- 

perator ipsa dieebat, <|uod idem dhx profeetus fuerat .ad.Manuel̂ m ia= 
peratorem Constantinopolitanum in detrimentum ipsims et imperii Roma= 
nig et in multis aeeusabat eum de fide less et periure qui.eum 
aecusabis esset de lesions maiestatis Romani imperii in Curiam suam 
venire et iudieio curie stare nolmits’” (Quoted in Mayer, op® cit®* 
p® 334 a®)®

^^©iesebrecht, op® cit®, T, 779=80® Ehilippson, op® Git®, 
p® 615) thinks the charges rumors, but feels that Sottfiied of Vi
terbo, who first states these charges, must have had some basis of 
fact® Poole (op® cit®, p® 65) believes that there actually was a 
treaty with Manuel®

17®$MliPPso», or® cit®, p® 411§ cf® Ciesebrecht, op® cit®, 
f, 781® ■



If actual treasonable alliances with foreign powers cannot 
he proven, the reasons for Henzy9 s refusal must arise of something 
far different. and more elusive than an overt act of treason* The 
friendship between. Welf and Hohenstaufea had been b^#$#4on a divi= 
sion of spheres of political influeneeso’i As long as Henry felt 
that his help in Italy and in the empire generally was to his own 
advantage$, he.was glad to give it* With the growth of his power 
in Saxony , especially in the Eastern marches $ the Saxon was perhaps 
convinced that he might be able to establish an independent state 
in the Forth* Hut that he actually desired the imperial crown 
was extremely doubtful 0 The fact remains that in demanding Goslar 
f #r a service that he was morally and politically, if not legally, 
obligated to perform, the Saxon east himself as an eq.ual to the 
emperor and made demands accordingly* Only a foreign power could .

1 71request such payments for services rendered*
Frederick had returned to Germany in the fall of 1178 and

172held a diet at Speier soon thereafter* Henry was present at the 
assembly and issued charges against his princely neighbors who had 
invaded Saxony in 1177-78* His accusations fell on story ground*
For the emperor proved quite reluctant to take his cousin6s side*
The princes, aware of the breach, counteracted the Saxon6 s charges 
with numerous complaints of their own against him* Frederick de
cided to discuss the questions at a diet which was to take place at 
Worms in January of 1179 With that decision, Henry6 s position 
had been changed from accuser to defendant* The duke seen realised 
that he would find not a lenient judge but one who would apply the

’k'̂ Tbid*, p„ 728, also Philippson, loo* citoS Han, op* cit*,
pp* 47-5©*

"^Philippson, op* eit*, p* 423? Pruts, Friedrichs III, 38, a
&© 5s>4°

175lbid*P p* 39s> n* 2*
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strietest meaamres ©f the law® His aeemsers? motivated by jealousy 
aM greed, knew ao bounds to their anger® At this point Henry must 
have been painfully aware of the fact that his refusal to aid the 
emperor at Ghiavemna, if not a crime, had at least,been a political 
blunder of the first degree® But the Saxon.eh©se to fight until the 
loss of allies and resources would force him to an unconditional 
surrender® For him, there were no half-measures, it had to be all 
or nothing®

The court at Worms set the stage for the trial that followed® 
Henry did not attend thyspdiet, nor did he choose to attend any ©f 
the other diets convened to deal with his offenses® When a personal 
reconciliation with the emperor failed, the law was allowed to take 
its course® Henry was outlawed, his fiefs were declared forfeit, 
and finally he was forced to surrender before the armed might of the 
imperial and princely hosts® Stripped of all his powers, he went 
into exile at the court of henry II of England® That in brief de
scribes the events between Worms (1179) and Erfurt (1181) ® But these 
innocent phrases contain a great deal of controversy® Behind them 
lie such questions as theses What were the crimes Henry was tried 
for? What was the procedure? According to what law was he tried? 
And how and why was he convicted?

The only legal document that deals with the case directly is 
the Selnbduser Wrkunde of 118® which was actually a charter which 
Frederick gave Philip of Heinsberg, Archbishop of Gologne, at the 
diet of Gelnhausen on March 27, 118®, as a reward for that prince's 
help invseeuring the submission of the lion®^^ In its first

74Annales Golonienses Maxlmi (ffioGoSS® X7II, p® 729̂ 847)® 
Ihder 1181 the chronicle speaks of the. diet of Gelnhausen in “media 
quadragesima*1 (late in March 118©)s “ibi sententia ipsius caesaris 
et indicia oumctomm principum dux Saponiae ducatu suo privatis et 
assensu ounetorum episcopus Goloniensis in sua dieese per omnem 
West-faliam et Angria ei dueatui prefieitur®*1 (Quoted in Philippson,
OP® Clto a P® 6l5®



eeetiea, -tiewever̂ ' -the eharter gare a tersê  yet explicit
statement of the trial of Henry of Saxony $ of M s  crimes $, ant his 
convict ion o The toewent itself is dated April 15, 1180

After an eloeftaeat preamble the charter goes on to says"*"̂
coo proinde tarn presentim q.nam futurorma imperii fideliom 

noverit naiversitas - therefore let the generality of the 
present as well as the fatware snbjeets of ©nr empire know » 
%naliter Heinrions %nodam dnx lawarie et Westfaliae - that 
Henry9 the former duke of Bavaria and Westphalia - e© good 
eeelesiarumz Dei et nohilinm imperil libertatem possessiones 
eorum oecnpand© et iura ipsorum imminnendo gcaviter oppresses 
rat = for the reason that he gravely oppressed the liberty 
of the ehnrbhes of Sod and of the nobles of the empire, occn= 
lying their possessions and diminishing their rights - ex 
instant! prinolpum %nerimonia et plurimorum; nobilinm g.uia 
eitaeioae vocatus maiestati presentari eontempserit et pro 
hae oontumacia prineipum et sue condicionis Suevorum pro= 
scriptionis nostre incideret semteneiam - on account of the 
urgent complaints of the princes and of many nobles$ inasmuch 
as being summoned he scorned to present himself before our 
majestys #idg both for this contumacy and for scorning the 
Swabian princes of his rank-, incur the sentence of our pr©<= 
soriptiom* £§ennams Aoht -=> outlawry or bam] ® Deinde quo= 
niam et ecelesias Dei et prineipum ae nobilium iura ac liber= 
tatem eras sari non destiti ■= then? as he did not desist from 
raging against the churches of God and the rights and liberties 
of the princes and nobles - tarn pro illorum iniura quam pro • 
multipliei eontemptu nobis exhibit© ac preeipue pro evident! 
reatu maiestatis sub feodali lure legitim© trim© edict© ad 
mostram eitatus audientiam - being cited by a triple edictg 
according to feudal law# before our presences as well as to 
answer for the Injury to the princes as for the repeated 
contempt shown to us$ and* chiefly9 for the evident crime of 
high treasons - ©0 quod se absentasset nee aliquem pro se 
misisset responsalem - for the reason that he absented him== 
self and sent no one to respond for him - comtumax iudieatus 
est =, he was judged contumacious - ac proinde tarn dueatus Bar 
warie et Westfalie et Ingrie quam etiam uni versa que ab im« 
perio tenuit benefieia per unanimem prineipum sentenciaa

175IbidoS p. 6230
^7̂ The text of the charter is taken from Mayerj opo cita* 

pp® .271̂ 7?® The English translation is from Henderson, op® .eit®., 
ppe 217^18 (look 11, document fill®)®
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in sollempni curia Hrzibur© celeteata ei abinaicata sunt 
nostrcfue iuri addieta et postati - and9 for the future9 as 
well the duchy of BaYaria -as that ©f Westphalia and. Angaria, 
and. also all;the "benefices which he held from the empire were, 
in the solemn court held at WBrzburg? by unanimous sentence 
of the princes dec^&red forfeited by him and adjudged to our 
jurisdiction and powero

At least four reasons for Henry6s conviction are givens
his oppressions committed on the churches and the princes, the
contempt shown to the imperial majesty by his refusal to obey the
summonses, renewed oppressions and wars after he had been outlawed,
and especially 16 the evident crime of high treason*" Obviously the
most serious charge was.that of treason which will be treated in
detail later in this chapter*

The words M sub feodali lure66 (" according to feudal la# )
are of considerable importance for they explicitly state that
Frederick was using the Lehnrechto However, the first steps in
the proceedings against Eemy had been taken in terms of the band-
recht whose concern was mainly with problems between nobles® The
behnrecht9 on the other hand, was primarily reserved for issues in

177the feudal relationship of the princes to the emperor# '1 It is 
erroneous to assume that Frederick had been a passive judge in the 
proceedings of the handrecht and had personally interfered only in 
the later phases of the trial® . A chronicle of the monastery of 
Eltzingen mentions a specific dispute between emperor and duke un* 
der certain of its entries <^® That Frederick was personally 
concerned with the trial from the start is further suggested by the 
fact that any such general diets as the one at Wurzburg could not

"^^See Stayer, op® cite a pp® 275°*97 °
. generali curia Wircibure celebrata, in qua cum

imperii nostri principibus de diseordia inter nos et nepotemt 
nostrum ̂ einricim tunc ducem Saxoniae nuper orta tractavimuso" 
(Quoted in ibid o0 p® 279 °)°
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»fspctiom without the emperor,; s preseaee siaee these diets were not

so much, an imperial institution as an extension of the monarch8 s
179personal prerogativeso

thus two trials ean he distinguished^ According to hoth 
laws9 however9 the defendant was entitled to three summonses to 
each proeoedinge If such is the case? then technically the emgeror 
wald have had to call six diets to decide this matter9 hut only 
four such courts were actually convened = In much &£ the older 
scholarshipp this question of summonses posed a Severe difficulty 
leeent investigators such as Erdmann express the opinion that for 
the Landrecht trial the edictum could he three-fold in a single 
summons which was then considered peremptoryo Under the Lehnrecht 
the princes had the special right to have the three summonses placed 
six weeks apart instead of the customary tw©= This was probably 
©wing to the great distances which often had to he travelled to 
imperial courtso Under the Landrecht this privilege was not ex
tended =, Therefore $> should a Landrecht trial come before the im
perial oourt9 it was quite possible to overcome the problem of 
distance by issuing a single summons which could be interpreted as 
$0 three-in-one cM

See Hichard SoholSp Beitrage zur Ueschichte der Hoheits- 
rechte der deutschen Konige zur Zeit der ersten Staufen9 1159-1197 
fleipzigg . Buncker & Humhlot 9 1896)9 pp0 16-530

Dietrich Schafer (“Die Terurteilung Heinrichs des Ldwenp® 
Historische Zeltungg LXX7II 0,8953p 385-412)9 for instances talked 
about two proceedings^ but of the six diets he proposed® one was an 
Invention of a chronicle and the other had nothing to do with Henryk 
trial® leaving him only the usual fours Of» Philippson® ©p„ citeo 
ppe 622-239 ©iesebrechts ope olto9 7Ig 566s

iayer, ope cits. 9 ppo 275^971 Poole $ ®P» cits, pp̂  74°77«
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The GalnMuser Frkunde presents a framework for discussion 
of the trials and their ©"atcome e S  step hy step appraisal of the 
procedure is necessary to explain its statements furthero

Henry had eome to Speier in the fall of IIJS and had com
plained about his enemies! invasions of Saxonyg hut the emperor was 
not inclined to listen favorably to Henry6 s side in the struggle©
He seemed to pay much more attention to the charges of the M©n6 s 
enemieso lAgain.) the accuser had he come the accused

Frederick attended a court at Worms on January IJ, 1197 W  
consider these complaints© .Henry$, howevers did not a t t e n d i t  
is interesting to speculate on the reasons why he chose to he ab
sent 9 hut most of the answers would he mere conjecture© hot it 
suffice to say that the Lion must have had every reason to believe 
that his judge and jury considered him guilty and that an appearance 
under those circumstances nould he injurious to his person©

Ms nothing had been resolved at Worms $ the emperor called 
another, court to meet at Magdeburg on June 24s 1179 ° The summons 
issued to Henry was declared peremptory $ meaning that it was final 
and that absence was to be judged as contumacy.(contempt of court)© 
Such contempt made Henry liable to the full punishment of the law? 
for guilt was assumed in such eases© In short $ by failing to
appear at Magdeburgj, Henry was adjudged guilty of contempt and was

X8Adeclared guilty of the charges brought against him at Worms©
Howeverj there was as yet no final verdict©

abovepp© 70=71©
^ %nn© Colon© Marimi9 loo© cito9 1111798 Imperator 00© 

curiam in octavo epiphanie Wormaeiae habuit pro -dissensiome <3olo- 
niensis episcopi et duels et prineipum orientalium Sazonum, q.ui 
dmnes lusti clam de duce a caesare implorabant s cum ille tamen 
absens esset©15 (%uoted in Philippson9 op© cit©9 p© 625©)©

Ŝayers, loc© cit©



Henxy8 s a^senee from the diets had given his enemies 
excellent reasons to proceed against him with armed might9 especi
ally since they knew that the emperor was not likely to stop themo 
fhere was soon almost constant warfare in Saxony with the ducal 
forces mainly on the defensives therefore, the Lien made a last 
attempt at a reconciliation with Frederick whom he met at Haldens-•JQC
leheno  ̂ She emperor was willing to restore peace between Henry 
and the princes, if the former paid five thousand marks of silver 
as damages' in acknowledgement of his guilt* This Henry flatly re
fused« What he had wanted was a peace like that of 1166=67° Thus®
the interview came to naught o It was entirely possible also that

187Henry did not have the money to pay®
After this futile attempt at reconciliation, the course of 

the law proceeded swiftly to its end® @n August 1% 1179s Henry 
was summoned to appear at Kaina (Kayna) where the charge of treason 
which would make this summons peremptory was entered against him* 
When Henry did not appear, he was declared guilty of treason under 
the terms of both systems of law® In’ addition Frederick wanted to 
terminate the Landrecht proceedingso In order to do this, however, 
he needed the tribal peers to pronounce the ban - the only punish
ment possible under the. Landrechto St Magdeburg and at Kaina as

%rnold von Liibeck, ghronica Slavorum MoS®SSo XXI, 11, 1®8 
MIn Ifeldeslef tamen const!tutus per internunins collo^uim domni 
imperaturi expetiitô  (Quoted in Fhilippson, op* eit o, p* 426 n» 7)=

^^^Arnold von Lubeok, looo cit* mBaperator itaque exist ad 
eum ad locum placiti* Quern dux verbis lenire studuita Imperator 
arstim ̂ uinque milia maroarum ab e© expediit, hoc es dans consilium, 
athune honorem imperative- maiestati deferret et sic ipso mediante 
gratiam priacipum %uos ©ffenderat inveniret a 111! autem durum,, risum 
est tantem persolvere pecuniam,. et non acg.uiescens verbis imperatoris 
dissessit,” (Quoted in Fhilippson, lee* eiia) See also ibido, 
ppa 426-271 efo Frutz, Heinrich, p* 316o

18^Fhilippson, (loco cit%, pp. 426-27) comments that monarchs 
were usually low on ready cash and Henry mg$p have experienced, such a
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welly the Swabian nobles? teehnieally Heniy0s tribal peers? were 
met present® Zor was the sentence of outlawry recorded as being 
issued at Kainao The Gelnhauser Urkunde states explicitly that 
the sentence was rendered by 88 sue eendicioMs SaeTonraP at Wu.r2= 
burgo Why were the Swabian peers not present at Kaina?

The answer is not easy to dis.covere Otto de So llasius 
mentioned coniuratio = conspiracy against the emperor - in his 
chronicle? but he did net elaborate on his statement® Since 
all of Henry8s foreign alliances had come to naught? this could 
only have meant a conspiracy inside the empire» Who was available 
for su.ch a plot? Quite likely those nobles who had .grievances of 
their own against the emperor® &s the Swabian lords were as un
happy over Frederick8s territorial policies in Swabia as the Saxon 
nobles were about Henry8 s activities in the Worth? it would have 
been easy for Henry to encourage the Swabians to join his side® JL 
reference in the chronicle of Bur chard of TJrsperĝ "̂  states that 
Henry was involved with the Counts of Zollern and Veringen and others 
in a conspiracy against the emperor® Ma the plot was concurrent 
with the diets of Kaina and Ifegdeburg? the absence of the Swabian 
nobles is not surprising® However? the plot failed to accomplish. 
anything  ̂ for by the time of the diet of Wurzburg? the Swabian 
lords? having been subdued by the emperor? were present to give 
their verdict against the Saxon duke®

There is further proof that Henry might have been involved 
with the Swabian princes® At the time of the diet of Kaina he had 
voiced an objection to any formal verdict in the proceedings against

1AAMayer? op® cito? p® $20®
, ̂ ^ Hrspergensis Ghronicom fop® pit®? p® 357)8 81 Dux sique-

dem ipsimt preveniens in Suevia fecerat eonspirationem contra im=> 
peratorem? precipire cum, Zolrensibus et Yerigensibus at quibiisdam 
aeius comitibus®88
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him on the gxoxmds that the ̂  trihalw wpeers who alone coiald issue
the ilcht (punishment under the Landreoht) were not present
Since Henry did not himself attend the diet? he must have known
from some other source that the SwaMaa nohles would he absent o
Under these conditions? the assumption that they were working for
Henry against the emperor seems reasonable» The ban? moreover?
was not pronounced at Kaina ? but later at Wdrsburge^^

The most important aspect of the whole trial is the matter
Of treason? . jgs we have already seen?, the Gelnhguser Urkunde em=
phasized this charge by prefacing the accusation with the words
M prdoipue* and ” evidential What was the nature of this featu

192maiestatis? There are a number of theories» Welland and Hie= 
se^^ present the meeting at Qhiavenna and Henry1 s refusal to help 
the emperor in Italy as an act of high treason? However? there are 
.certain problems connected with this interpretation® legally the19# 'refusal at Qhiavenna was of no great importance'*? 7 though politi
cally. it waso Frederick was not going to let such behavior go 
unpunished? but it would have been, unwise to turn this into a

■^^Biilippsom? op® cito? p® 627°
^^Mayer? op® cito? p® 527®
^^ludwig Weiland ? MDer -Prosefi gegen Heinrich den lowen?*1 

Forschungen zur deutsehen gesehlchte? VII (1867)? pp? 7ff?
■k'̂ Haas Elese? MUer Sturz Heinrichs des hdwen?m8Historisohe 

Zeitschrift? OXEI (l9U)s 549=61 o
^%au? op® cito? p® 48B also Hltteis? op® cit®? pp® 569=99®

11 Hie Italienfahrt als solche beruht uberhaupt auf keiner rechtliehen 
Verpfliehtung? wenn die so nicht von Fall zu Fall gesehaffen wird? in* 
dem die BeichsfUrstem besehlieBen? den Feldzug zu ihrer eigenen gaehe 
zu machen®11 Gf o Julius Fieker? Tom Helchsfurstenstande ? (innsbrucks 
Wagaer, 1861) ? II? 547=408® MHaturlich kana der Konig den Fiirsten 
seine Unholde androhen? wenn sie sich versagten® So wirkte es si eh 
wohl aueh gegen Heinrich den Lowen aus? daB er des Kaisers Hold ver= 
loren hatte? aber doch nur stimmungsmaBig? wogegen seine Hilfsver= 
weigermmg? wie heute wohl unbestritten ist? nicht ProzeBgegenstand v. ' 
ware?1



apeoifi© ae©usat£©2a9 since few of the Gezmaa nobles had followed 
M m  #b hegnanoo^^ If the refusal had been considered Mgh trea
son, the Gelnh&user irkunde would have mentioned it} and it should, 
have been indicated in the trial from the very beginningo After 
all, Qhiavenna had taken place in 1176 and Henryks refusal to aid 
the emperor had become a wel 1-know facto

Ziese^^ tries to establish that the emperor did not 
seek the complete destruction of the duke, but that Henry8s behavior 
in the trial legally forced his hand* She author finds proof for 
his theory in the oath which Frederick took at the insistence of 
the prince so in this oath the emperor promised that he would never 
restore Henry to his former position of power without their jHbhe 
princeŝ J consento It is difficult to accept EFiese1 s reasoningo 
Was not the emperor strong enough to refuse such an interference 
with his right of pardon? Or was he forced to take the oath because 
he needed the help of the princes to destroy Henry? Why would he 
have sworn away his right to be merciful to his former associate 
unless he had been angered at the Lion6s actions both at Ohiavenna 
and during the trialo Although ffiese states that he was not going 
to build his case in terms of Frederick Vs personality, he did, in 
the last analysis just that® It is unlikely that the man who took 
such revenge on rebellious Milan would not have been angered at the 
man whose actions forced him to abandon his plans for an effective 
imperial administration in Italy® Whatever Frederick8s attitude - 
and I think it was of crucial importance and the primary impetus to 
the whole case - it was not so passive that he would stand by and 
let legal proceedings take their course ® A. reliance on the purely 
legal elements might have proved futile since there was little or 
.no legal foundation for the emperor8s position®



Haller1̂  and Sehambach1̂ 8 present Henryt s high treason as 
his renewed attaeks upon the notiles after the ban had been pronounced 
at Eainao They base their interpretation on the words delude
%uoniem et eoelesias Dei et prinoipum ae nobilium iura ae libertatem 
eras sari non destitif after which came the phrase 81 evident! reatu 
maiestatisoM Ms the djaeument is written, the presence of both 
these statements side by side might suggest that the first was a 
cause of the secondo However9 as has already been observed, the ban 
was not pronounced at Eainao- Moreover, for the.ban, the usual 
punishment in a suit under the Eandrecht 0 to be pronounced, it was 
necessary for the tribal peers to be present; and since the Swabian 
nobles were absent at Esina, no ban could be issuedo

Picker^ and ©Eterboek^®® present the reatu maiestatis as 
contumacy - that is, non-appearance after a peremptory summons to, 
trialo This theory is followed by a number of historians,who

Johannes Haller, Per gturs Heinrich des Lowen, (Leipzig, 
1911) as discussed by Hampe, ;WHeinrich des Liwen Sturz in politisch- 
historiseher Bedeutung,15 Historisehe Zeitschrift, G1X (1912), 49=82 o

^®Esrl Sehambaeh, 11 Bine laehlese sum Froaefi Heinrichs des 
Lowen,88 Historisehe Tierteljahrschrift, XX? (1931), 367=82 o

Julius Bicker, #fiber jias Terfahren gegen Heinrich den 
Lowen naeh dem Berichte der Gelnhauser UrkundeForschungen zur 
deutsehea Geschichte, XI (1871), PPo 394^f°

^®®Ferdinand ©Eterbock, Der Froze# Heinrich des Liwens Eri- 
tisohe Entersuchungen (Berlin, 1909), PP=> Ofo Die Gelnhauser
Hrkunde undddef Prozefi Heinrich des Lowen (Hildesheimg Ho Lax, 192©), 
nma WHeuere Forschungeh zur ©esehiehte Heinrich des Lowen,*? Deutsche 
Litteraturteitung (Berlin), March 6, 19280

2®^P©ole, 0P0 cito, p» 8©8 William Stubbs, Germany in the 
Early Middle Ages, edited by Arthur Hassall (Londons Longmans, Green 
and Qoo, 1908)5 pp, 204-06; Iberhard ©rthbrandt, bp. cito, pp. 298- 
99o Most historians who deal with this general period find the duke?s 
guilt in his contumacious actions => not a wrong theory as such but 
only part of the whole truth.
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ean find no other possible *legal* pause for action* Hitteigp 
in his discussion of the issue $ restricts himself to the peremp-

summons under the handrecht as the basis for the charge of , 202treason* '
The many theories that have been presented have all a dif*= 

ferent slant on the meaning of Henry® s treason* However9 before we 
try to find a possible answer that is not too easily refuted» we 
must look for a moment at the medieval concept of treason* she 
modern concept of treason as an injury committed against the state 
is found in the Middle Ages also, but more important was the concept 
of M high18 treason as individual disobedience and insult to a king6 s 
mperson** Yet? contumacy alone was not treason; it was only legal 
disobedience * A single instance of disobedience would not be too 
serious* Hut the charter stated >6multipllci contempt# * Such re
peated disobedience could very easily become cause for legal aotionP^

204.although it too cannot be construed per se as treason*
fhe chronicles' of the ti$e make it clear that Henry was

definitely accused of treason? and in this they substantiate the 
Selnhauser Wrkxmde* The Chronicon Montes Serenî ®'* states two rea
sons for treasons M * * * q.uiaip longabardis contra imperatorem eonspi- 
raveret suum ei prorsus auxilium denegavit * * * preter hoc autem in= 
ductu eius Sclav! provineiam Siderici marehionis ingress! usque 
lubin omnia va stave runt *" In other words? Henry had been conspiring

^^Mitteis? loco cit o 
^®%ayer? op* cit*? pp* 35®-31«
^®^Xbid*s p* 355s ,8Wir haben also keinen Grand? im reatus

maiestatls etwas anderes zu. sehen? als das Wort in der jurist!schen 
Terminologie bedeutet ? einen Ansehlag gegen Kaiser und Reich? ins- 
besondere aliquid factiosum - ein Komplott on

20 M̂oGoSSo XXIII? p* 157o (Quoted in Mayer? op* cit*? p* 554
n*)o
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with the liomhards against the empire and. had also incited the Slavs 
to devastate Dietrich von Landsherg1 s margraviate The Jamales
So Georgiia "begun about 11789 refer to the diet of Worms in 1179
and to I’rederick6 s accusations of treason against Henry as follows8
# Item eaesar post natale Bomine curiam Wormaeiae constitutit <, ub5L
Heinricus dux Saxoniae de coniuratione adversus caesarem aeeusatus
estow The Ghrbnicle of ©tto de So llasius brought Ghiavenna
into the picture 8 *Zta$ue memor cohtemptus a duee Heinrieo apud
Glavennam sibi exhibit© in ipsium vehementissime e%ar%it et? quod
Italicis hostibus rei publics contra imperium faveret, universis
prineipibus conqueritura" Surchard von Wrsperg1 s chronicle refers
to a conspiracy in Swabia and Henry0 s connection with i t W e
have already seen that the whiter of the Gesta Henrici
scribed the treason as Henry8s alleged alliance with the Byzantine
emperor Manuelo Four other chronicles place the injuries done to
the princes and Henry8s alliance against the empire together as

211his crimeso Gottfried of Viterbo definitely accused Henry of
treasonable activities in connection with Byzantium and added to
that the injuries done to the nobles<= The Jnnales Golonienses 

212Maxlmi spoke of the nobles8 complaints and stated that Henry8s

layerj op° citog PPo 355”36e
p« 296o (Quoted in iMdop p© 334 n© o

OVo citog pp© 35ffe (Quoted in ibidso p© 334 n» 4)0
See n©
See Uo 188 ©

PI 1 ■testa Frederi©! Io impemt©ms9 Mo&^88o IXLX9 PPo 3@6-34e
219See 23.0 174^
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treasonous activities were discovered "by the emperor during the 
trialo She imnales So Petri Brphesfurdenses2  ̂wrote of Henry8 s 
treason in connection with the troubles he was having with his 
neighbors o Jlnd Magnus of Eelehersherg states that the emperor 
felt endangered by Henry’s activities o 89 o o o ibi in presentia curie 
imperator publiee fuestus est de duee Hawarie et Saxonie domno 
Heinricoj eegaatesue# %uod videliet iaa multa tempore et regni 
et vite ipsius imperatoris insidiator fmerit o811

Regardless of all the statements in the chronicles? it is 
not easy to determine the exact basis for the accusation of treason© 
Indeed s like the SelaMuser Wrkuade 9 most of the chronicles were 
vague in actual details© Eke refusal to help in the Italian cam
paign after Ohiavenna cannot itself be made into treason©̂ '*"'* It 
is more a misdemeanor to be included under the ^multiplied contempt# 
where all sorts of past sins could be lodged together as a charge©i ,lor can the accusation that Henry entered into an alliance with the 
Bombards be proven© '

Ehe fact that the accusation of treason was first made during 
but not before the trial and was added as the last of the charges 
listed in the SelnMuser Wrktmde has been a great obstacle to stating 
explicitly, the precise nature of the treason© ly and large, Henry’s 
past deeds and injuries against Frederick ~ and this was particularly 
true of Qhiavespaa - played only a small part in the trial itself©
It was Henry8s attempt to resist the emperor in any way he could 
and his efforts to form a conspiracy with the Swabian nobles that are 
to be considered treason© legally, the emperor had had no case for

21%©§oSS© -xtn, PP= 16-25©
^ Ânnales Eeloherspergemses M©@©SS© 1711, pp© 439“52 5© 

(Quoted in Fhilippson, op© olt©, p© 628©)""
2^^See n© 194 above©



treason when the trial he gang hat Henry9 s ohTioas refasal to 
recognize the emperor9 s ^right19 to sit in ja&gment over Mm as am 
imperial vassal provided greands for a eharge of "high treaso# as 
the trial went om* Henry 9 who must have "been aware of Frederick9 s 
anger over the Qhiavenna incident 9 did mot trust the emperor to 
he an impartial judge in the trials For was the duke willing to 
submit himself totihs imperial judgment at alio His quest for 
indepeadeaoe from imperial authority9 first expressed in his de
mand for ©oslarg is clearly shown in his contumacious behavior in 
the face of repeated summonseso The Lion9 s mreatu maiestati#  
consists mainly in the fact that he had ©eased to regard the empire 
and the emperor as his superiors and instead was advancing his own 
"royal® independent statuso If he had w©a9 northern Germany might 
have become an independent state9 but9 since he lost9 his domain 
was divided 9 and he himself was exiled o

At W&rzbwrg on January IJ* 11809 the emperor transferred the 
ease into feudal law in order to put the highest pressure upon the 
contumacious duke® This did not mean that the proceedings of the 
Lamdrecht were completed# for9 as the GelnMmser Hrkunde states? 
the ban was net actually pronounced until the diet at Wurzburg® Hy 
118© Frederick? apparently having succeeded in breaking up the 
Swabian plot? could expect the Swabian nobles to render a judgment 
of guilt under the Landrecht® The ban was the only punishment that 
con!# be imposed under this law® Since the ban did not entail the 
forfeiture of the lands of the convicted party? Frederick had to 
turn- to feudal law if he wanted Henry8 s possessions to escheat to 
the crown® More significant than a mere escheat of lands was the 
fact that Frederick9 s use of the hehmrecht was indicative of how 
feudalised the constitution of the empire had already become and 
how feudal law could be used to crash an imperial opponent®
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Whether the emperor had act-ually intended to take sueh strong 
measnres against Henry from the "beginning of the trial is hut an 
idle questiono

Although the ease -was concluded in a feudal court9 the 
proceedings remained of a mixed characters She charge of treason 
as enmity towards the empire was definitely a landrechtlichM whereas 
the charge of high treason under feudal law constituted an injury 
against the emperor as a persons Shis injury can he seen in the 
amultlplioi contempt# of the Urkundeo Although these many affronts 
were not treasonable individually 9 they together constituted a 
substantial number of injuries towards the emperor especially when 
coupled with contumacy = in short9 feudal high treasomo^"^

fhe verdicts not unexpectedly9 went against the Lioao 
Henry was declared forfeit of all his fiefs under feudal law and 
was outlawed under customary lawo His allodial lands were also 
to he confiscated owing to the seriousness of his offenseso In 
addition to the secular judgment9 Henry had already been exe©m-= 
municated by Bishop Ulrich of Halberstadt and his lands had been

O ’*! Qput under the interdict in 1179 during the early fighting®
Between March 27 and April 15, 11809 Saxony was divided at the diet
of Gelnhausen between Philip of Heinsberg and Bernard of Anhalt,
the latter being a son of Albert the Bear, Hargrave of Brandenburgo
Bernard also received the title of luke of Saxonyo The duehy of
Bavaria9 which Henry had not even attempted to hold, went to
Otto von fittelsbaeh on September 16, 1180, in accordance with a

219decision made at the diet of Altenburgo

21 Ŝee layer, op® oit,, pp® 340-46g Poole, op® cito, 
pp® 72-760

^̂ ®Prutss, Heinrich, pp® 516-17*'
^^&iesebrecht, op® cit®, Y, 927®
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Henry8s sentences as it is stated in the Gelhhauser 
Urkunde <, has heen substantiated by the various chromcleso fhe
Jnnales 0olonienses Maximi made mention of the enfeoffment of Arch-

220 ! bishop Philip of Cologne and then eontinueds ** reliq,ua autemi
pars per omnen Saxoniam oomiti Bernardo de Hanahalt ohvenit an The

221.ffinnales Hegavlenses mentioned the verdict and punishment of Wur2=-222barge The Jnnales Maffdehurgenses observed under 1180 s # e.eBax 
Heinrieus ab imperatere ad curiam Wircibure voeatus et venire cont-= 
empnens«, ex sententia prime!pum reus maiestatis et privari benefieiis 
adiudieaturg cui Bernhardus comes in dueatu Saxonie substituiturott 
S- later chronicle» written about 122 5j the Qhronicom Montis Serenif̂  ̂ 
entered the following words under 11808 t?Imperator in oetava epiphan- 
ie Zerbipoli curiam celebravit, ad q.uam Heinrieus dux tercio should 
be 68 quarto80 . voeatus venire remit» Quamobrem sententia omnium prin= 
eipum reus maiestatis dampnatis est ©mnisq.ue ei hereditaria proprietas 
et bemefieiaria possess!© abiudieata est oo= Selenhusen o00 Bernhardus 
comes dueatus Saxonie ab imperatere ©btemuit®M

The pronouncement of such a sentence and the declaration of 
his lands as forfeit did not mean that Henry was definitely defeatedo 
luring much of 118© and 1181, the duke attempted valiantly, if foolish- 
ly, to prevent his enemies from carrying out their sentence6 On July 
25, 1180,22^ the emperor himself entered Saxony with armed might« He 
announced pardon to all of Henry’s vassals who would renounce their 
allegiance to the outlaw by lovember 11, reminding them that they

2 See pe 71 aboveo 
22I1LGoSSo XVT, 2 34-70 o
222fe:goSS° X7I, 194o (Quoted in PMlippson, op» cit., p. 625.) 
22^0po eito, p0 157 (Quoted in Biilippson, opo eito, p0 6260)
22 P̂rutz, Heinrich, p» 352
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owed a prior duty and loyalty to the emperoro Henry®s followers 
left him en masse § his luek in war was running out§ and he finally 
found it neeesspry to flee "by night, q.uite alone, to his most north- 
erm possession, the loyal town of gtade o

fhis, then, meant the end of the most powerful prince in the
empire, the greatest noble after the emperor, an able soldier, and 
a good administratora It had taken two years to topple Henry of 
Saxony, and this in itself was a tribute to the duke®s ability. It
had taken the entire legal and political might of the empire to destroy
him. Snd however legally the proceedings had been acted out, the 
power of the empire had been the primary agent, presenting a curious 
combination of might and right. Even the right, or better the law, 
was in the last analysis power, for the emperor® s might was the law 
of the land.

On lovember 11, 1181, a last diet was called at Erfurt by 
the emperor. Henry was present under surety of Archbishop fiehmanm 
of Magdeburg who had released the duke from his excommunication.
Henry had put himself on the mercy of the emperorg it was now he 
who bent his knees and accepted his guilt. Frederick was moved and 
seemed quite ready to forgive his former friend and companion, perhaps 
with the growing realization that he, the emperor, had not been 
completely guiltless in his cousin® s fall. M. restoration of Henry 
to power, however, was entirely out of the question, ©n the one 
hand, it was highly improbable that Frederick would consider reinstat
ing the power which had cost him so much to destroy, ©n the other, 
the emperor could not ignore his oath to the princes. Besides, the 
emperor knew that the unremitting greed and jealousy of the princes 
would have made any restoration of the Welf- a highly impolitic move. 
Only his allodial possessions in Braunschweig and MnebWg were

225Ibid., pp. 352=36.



returned to Henrys tut for the next three years he had to go into 
exile, fhe princes feared the Mon eren when he was in chains.

The chronicles took due notice of the Saxon8 s fall as well
226as all the other details of the trial. The Jnnales Palidenseso 

written hy the monk Theodore, entered the following statement under 
1181s M o o o Heinrieus ji diutius rehellare non prevalens $ paeem ah 
iaperatore poatmlat et aooipit, se suaq.ue omnia potestati eius trad- 
ensj, eui ouria Brpesfordie circa festum So Andree Hoiremher 30 
indiciturg uhi dueatus honore privatus,1 exilium satire iutetur et
dueatus Bernhard© corniti confirmaturo18 Arnold8 s Ghronica Slavor-

22 7um9 hi^aly partisan to Henry the hion, stated8 #oo<» hoc tamen
circa ipsium dispensatum est, ut patrimonium suum, utiq.unq.ue terra-
rum fuisset 9 sine omni contradietione literrime possideret p,e The

22 8Sachsisohe 1feltchronik9 a work of the middle of the thirteenth 
century, noted under 1181 g 18 000 darna in dem hereyeste vorde de 
tishop Wichman den hertogen Eeinrike to hove unde traehte in to hulden 
dome Keisereo Bar yerlovede de hertege Zeinrik alle vorderunge an 
sin eigen unde an sin len sunder Bruneswlo unde Liinetorch unde dat 
erne darto tescheden ward, unde vers von das lant to dren jarom*# And 
the Magdeturger gchoppenchronik^^̂  observed under 1180s *Be verdeilde 
he om. all syn land und lehen und syn eigen, wente he des nichte uth 
en toeh mit reohte, so en tehelt nicht mehr wen tho Luneturg und 
Brunsehwiegk hertogk.81 And finally, the Annales Saxoniei,̂ ^  written

M0G0SS0 XVT, 95-96o (Quoted in Philippson, op. citoo 
p. 625)

2270Po cito, ii, 22. (Quoted in itid., p. 631.)
22̂ MqG. Deutsche Qhroniken, II, pp. 542=-777® (Quoted in 

itid., p. 63lil
22̂ Itjd. (Quoted in itid., p. 631.)



towards the end of the thirteenth eentnrjg remarked3 e,Bux vero 
omnem aeeionen Brtmeswioh et Lunenborch, et ea, quae assignata 
fuerent $ ibi deuouit =88

She closing ehapter to Henry the Mon^s political life 
had "been written. Although he attempted to regain some power bet
ween 1190 and 1195? he never again achieved a position of prominence. 
She struggle against the empire had ended in 1181 with Henry* s 
unconditional surrender0

She trial of Henry the Lion was of great significance in 
the development of the constitution of the empire. She changes were 
of a two^fold nature with legal as well as political developments 
following in its footsteps.

& brief recapitulation of the major hyents of the trial 
gives a elear picture of the legal results. She trial began at Worms 
where Henry’s accusations against the Archbishop of Cologne and other 
princes were turned into complaints about his own policies. Shough 
summoned to be present at the various diets which considered the 
charges against him, Henry refused to attend. Hot even when the new 
charge of high treason was leveled against him at Eaina did Henry 
choose to appear. Henry’s trials, both by Landreeht and Lehnreoht, 
ended with a conviction and sentence. Luring the trial, a new 
feature - the ediotum trinum, a peremptory summons combining three
summons 1 was introduced into the German legal system. As far as is

231known, this practice came from the Italian law. Henry’s trial 
also shows that the Landreeht took second place to the Lehnrecht and 
that the emperor was in a process of feudalising the constitution.^^ 

Ehe political results of the Lion’s fall had far-reaching 
influences upon the empire. Frederick and Henry had been engaged in



a struggle for power= Their contest was highly polities! in nature 
despite the legal pretensiohs and the definitions of treason that
appeared at the trialo Frederick had won, hut his victory was a
hollow one. By destroying Henry, the emperor felt that he was
wiping out the greatest menace to the imperial dignity and power,
an over-mighty duke. Ducal revolts had heen frequent in the history 
of the German state, and Frederick was determined to end them. But 
yet, the ducal system was the only hasis upon which imperial unity 
could have been achieved. Although control over the five major 
duchies was often difficult, it was not impossible. For the future, 
the destruction of these five units, which was completed by Henry6s 
fall, meant that they were superseded by 1# large number of small 
territorial states, each with its own ruler, which made the unifi
cation of the German empire virtually impossible.



GHSKESE FliB

The Fate of a nation

The falrare of the Seaaaan state lt«Sg in the "balance in 
1160 • The veiy eoBeepts and'fotmdations of the impearial consti  ̂
tntion were being- drastically altered$ and the fall of the Lion 
enabled the forces of destruction and disunity to win their final 
victoryo The possibility of effectively centralizing and uniting 
the empire had passed 9 and the chaos that was to follow gives an 
aura of tragedy to these development so Ho single event in history 
can cause the fate of all subsequent happenings» nevertheless? this 
writer ha# found that the fall of the hion? though it was not the 
only reason for the breakdown? intensified and dramatized the role 
Germany was to play in the future o

This study has been concerned with Henry8 s conflict with 
Frederick Barbarossao ©a the surface it was a personal struggle 
between two meno But the repercussions of this conflict involved 
the destruction or drastic alteration of the existing government 
and society in Germany«

The struggle had begun half a century earlier? only a strife 
between two dynastiesB it ended in the destruction of a nationo 
Its most tragic aspect is the fact that neither party realized what 
an impact their contest was to have upon the constitutional frame*= 
work of the empire o Henry the lion knew but ©nei things that his 
day of glory was ever* Until the end of his life?: he would be a 
lonely old man seeking to while Sway his empty hours by collecting 
manuscripts of old sagas and legends and by building churches® 
Frederick Barbarossa on the other hand had brought? or so he believed? 
the empire to its greatest heights When? after his victory over 
Henry? he finally terminated the war with the Lombard cities and 
made them his allies in the Treaty of Constance (1185)= With the 
Sicilian marriage which followed Barbarossa had achieved his dreams 
the reunion of the Western Homan Empire® He was the victor? the
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lord of Europe = Bat at the height of glory, as he made his way 
on a emsade to the Holy Band, he foiahd an unknown grave in the 
desert sands "before Sere o

Bat the empire had lost the straggle for existence e Trae, 
its might had "been sufficient to crash the Biom, "but #ith his fall 
the last remnants of the old structure of the empire had disappeared<> 
The numerous small and particularistic nohles now. came to the fore©
To their greedy and narrow-minded interests fell the puhlip autho
rity of the state © The resulting chaos ha# "been called the Inter
regnum, and woefully its decades have been referred to as 18die 
kaiserlose, die sehreokliehe Zeit©*1 When fiudolf of Hahshurg was 
elected to the imperial throne in 1275s the damage to the consti
tution had "been completed5 the age of strong emperors had ended© 

Inevitably the question of what would have happened to 
Gfermaŝ r, if Hepry the Biom had followed the road to duty to hegmamo, 
arises? Would this have prevented seven hundred years of disunity 
in Central Europe? Could the ducal system have survived to unify 
the state? These questions are largely theoretical, for it is easy 
from hindsight to take the happenings as a single unit and criticize 
the actions of those who were the protaganists on the stage of 
hi storye The answer, however, is not simple§ in fact, historians 
know far too little about the events of 1180 to be wholly sure of 
their interpretations © The conclusion reached almost of necessity 
is that, regardless of Benzyls disobedience and fall, the destruc
tion of the empire was inevitable © & number of reasons can be ad
vanced to support this position©

First, if Henry had won the struggle after his indictment, 
then the empire would surely have lost its northern provinces, and 
the unity of Germany would then have been destroyed© It was the 
crux of the whole trial, that Henry s crime consisted of his refusal 
any longer to acknowledge the bverlordship of the emperor© His de
feat as well as his success would have destroyed the state©



Second $ the emperor6 s loss 4fehegnanh forced him to make 
peaee -with Pope Alexander IIIo Actually th# cessation of fighting 
in Italy proved advantageous to Frederick in that it brought to an 
end his fruitless campaign<. Ihat guarantee is there that an imperial 
victory in II76 would not have resulted in the mere indefinite 
continuance of the futile struggle o "What guarantee is there that 
Frederick would have won with Henry8 s help*.

Third; there is no adequate reason to assume that Henry the 
Lion8 s heirs could have maintained his position in the empire after 
H 95S Was not a conflict like the one in 1180 inevitable given the 
continuing attempts at consolidation of Frederick and later of his 
son Henry 71? It is true that Henry the Lion6 s participation in 
the affairs of the. imperial administration was helpful to Barbarassa 
in the early period of the Hohenstaufen empire $ but would not this 
second power have stood in the way of further centralization and 
expansion of Barbarassa8 s power eventually?

And last, given the type of personal feudalism found in 
Germany and the absence of any effective central controlling agencies? 
even under Frederick 1$, would Henry8 s powerful duchy have made a 
difference in maintaining the unity of the empire, or would the duke 
have thrown in his forces with those of the minor princes against 
the empire if this had seemed to be to his advantage?

These points, when studied carefully, could almost convince 
the scholar that Henry the Lion8 s fall had only a minor impact upon 
the " future of the German state« In fact, one might even go so far 
as to question the very usefulness of the empire and might' rather 
maintain that its system and its theory were outdated and had never 
worked effectively,. But that would be an evasion of the issueso 
There is no denying that Henry the Lion6 s trial and fall did 
accelerate the disunity and destruction of the empireo His power 
had held the lesser nobles in cheeky before they could expand, they 
had always had to reckon with his powero But now that he was gone, 
there was no restraint on their ambitiono



It is in that fact that the fate of the empire was decidedo 
fhe composition of the state in. 1181 saw the final emergence of a 
pnrely personal feudal hond between the emperor and the numerous 
nobles who were often far removed from his authority□ Sut a man 
like Barbarossa could still deal with them<> H© saw his star , on the 
rises for he had just conquered the last obstacle to his personal 
rule and dominance in the empire =' It seemed that his dynasty would 
go on forevere ffiiere were two things, however$, that would destroy d 
the structure of his stated fhe first was his failure to incorpo
rate the bionO s holdings into his royal domain so as to gain a 
closer supervision of the eastern frontiers» Whether Frederick: 
could not or did not want to extend his immediate control over the 
escheated area is really of no importanceo fhe fact remains that 
he did net do soo fhis gave the northern princes the chance to 
consolidate their own minute territorial states until they became 
so far removed from imperial administrative control that they were 
virtually independent o

fhe other factor in the dissolution of the empire was a 
kind of historical accidento It consisted of the simple fact that 
a man died in 119 To fhe only person who could have carried on 
where Barbarossa and Henry the Lion had left off was the young 
Emperor Henry YIo Shrewd9 able, and successful, he knew how to 
use his father8 s acquisitions to further the cause of the house 
of Hohenstaufen and with it the cause of the empire» His death 
prevented the final institutionalization of feudalism, prevented 
the imperial constitution from acquiring a sound footing in the 
principle of hereditary succession, and gave the final impetus to the 
forces of destruetiono It was here that a ducal counter-balance to 
the lesser nobles could have made a differencê  it was here that the 
Lion8 s fall produced its first tremendous result o fflhere was no 
longer any power great enough to check the breakup of the state| 
there was only chaoso



There is perhaps a final question to he answeredc It 
deals with guilts responsibility<, and the idea of treason® !hys 
for instance $ was Henry the lion’s dream of a unified state in the 
Forth an act of treason? It was not markedly different from the 
aspiration of his cousin Frederick who attempted unification on a 
much larger scale o Snd yet one was hailed as a mighty emperor and 
the other as a traitor® If we apply the idea of divine kingship 
and speak of men horn to the purple, then Henry had practically as 
good a claim to the imperial throne as did Frederick* What made 
the one the ruler and the other the subject?

We are faced here with the question of authority in history 
and with the philosophical inquiries into the underlying meanings 
of events and acts® "Why was Frederick a great emperor and Henry a 
traitorous nohle when each actually lived and acted according to the 
same principles of right and power? In the final analysis the 
conflict between the Hohenstaufen and the Welf was a contest of 
power concerned with deciding once and for all who was lord and who 
was vassal® Frederick, with the superior force of imperial power 
behind Mm, with the tool of law and a winning personality, had won 
the struggle over his proud cousin®

But actually neither of them scored a complete victory® 
Frederick, in destroying the ducal divisions of the empire, gave 
the final impetus to the lesser nobles to develop independently 
of the central authority® In this he was as responsible for the 
dissolution of the empire as ever Henry was in his failure to 
fight at Begnamo® But as we look upon the events of 1180 from the 
vantage point of hindsight, we might observe that the policies and 
endeavors of the Mon remained of importance and value long after 
the Hohenstaufen Empire had fallen® The founding of Bubeek and 
Munehen, the conquest of the regions beyond the Elbe liver, the 
corner stone that was laid for the Hanseatic B#ague in the duke6 s 
trade agreements with foreign powers “ these were the gifts that an 
energetic duke left his people® If Henry had committed a crime to



the detriment of the empire $ he paid for his mistake most heavily« 
Yet the more lasting visions and aeeomplisMents of his work have 
survived his death hy marry eenturieso Perhaps9 had Henry "been 
emperor, the farflung interests of the imperial structure would 
not have left him much time for more local affairs» and he would 
not have "been ahle to do so many things of great value for his 
country o The imperial splendor of the Hohenstaufen died on the 
scaffold at Saples in 1268, hut the monuments of cities and eommeroe 
still aeelaim the genius of the Lid&e
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House ©f the Welfs

Welf II (do 1030) married Inaeatrud ©f Luxem'burg

Welf III (do M 55) Eunigunde married Mzz© d8Bste

If9 Duke of Bavaria (do 
married Bth^Xiaade ©f Ihrdheim

Welf f (do 1120) Heary the Blaek (do 1126) 
married Wulfild of Saxozw 
(daughter of Magnus Billung)

Henry the Proud (do 1139) 
married Gertrude of Saxoiw 
(daughter of MTEMS, III)

TI
married Utai
Welf fll
(do 1167)

Judith
married Frederick 
of Swabia (Honoeulus)

FBEDB1IGE I

Henry the Bion (d0 1195) 
married lo Glementia of Zahringen
married 2 o Matilda of England (daughter of SEEEY II)

lo Gertrude 2o Henry 2<? 0fE0 If
married . married Agnes (do 1218)
Frederiek of heiress of the
Hothehburg Qounty Palatine
(son of G01HED III)

2 e William, 
of

Wineheeter
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Scmse of the Hohenstamfe&a

Frederick of Biiren (do 1©94)
. o

Frederick of SwaMa (do 1105) 
married Sgaaes? sister of HlEf T

8.

Frederick (Monocuius) Irmg&rd
Duke of SwaMa (do 1147) 
married lo Judith of Bavaria 
married 2© Agnes of Saarbrueken

8

8
1
8
8

(do 1150)

C01ESB III (1153=52))

Frederick of Botixen̂  
hurg (do H 67) 
married Gertrude 
daughter of.
Henry the Lion

lo FHE3DB1I0K M11E0SSE 2o
(1152=90)
married lo Adele of Tohburg 
married 2© Beatrice of Burgundy

Gonrad 2 © Judith.
(Count Palatine)

&

2© Frederick of Swabia 
(d© 1191)

married Henry
son of Henry the Lion

2© HBllf FI
# 90=97) married 
Constance of

8
FBEBERIGK II

2© PHILIP of SwaMa 
(1198=1203) 
married Irene of 
Byzantium

^Dates given for the emperors (names appear in capitals) are the 
dates of their actual reign



APPENDIX TWO

Maps

Map A

The Hohenstaufen Empire in its relationship 
to the rest of Europe
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Key to Map J L o

1o lubeok 
2 o Magdeburg 
5 o Utre oht 
4° Ghent 
5«= Cologne 
6o Meta 
7o Mainz;
8 o Nuremberg
9 o . Prague 
10 o Vienna 
11o Geneva 
12 o Milan 
15o Verona
14 0 Venice
15 o Arles

l6o Genoa 
l ? o  Spoleto
18 o Rome
19 o Pale 2*0
20 o Orleans 
21o Paris
22 « The castle Hohehstaufen
23® London
24® Constantinople
25® Athens
260 Novgorod
27® Dorpat
2 8 o  Riga
29® Thorn
30o Danzig

Adapted from Orthbrandt, opo citos p® JlTLo



The Hohenstaufen Empire at the time 
of Frederick Barharossa

Adapted from Joseph E. Strayer and Dana C# Munro, The 
Middle Ages (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1959)p»
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Map C.

The duchy of Saxony

1. Liineburg1
2. Braunschweig 

Bremen
4. Lubeck
5. Hamburg

□
- Saxony before 1181
- Henry the Lion’s allodial 

holdings after 1181
Possessions of Bernard of 
Anhalt after 1181

- the emperor’s fief, which
he gave to Philip of Cologne 
in the Gelnhauser Urkunde

Adapted from Gunter, op. cit., p. 2^9
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So Gexmam

IlEBOBTJeflOIf 
F@©ta©te Is

The epoch, of the emperors of the House of Hohenstaufem meant 
a definite turning-point in the history of the German Middle Sgeso . 
Yet in'the same moment when the prestige ©£ the. empire experienced a 
tremendous rise, when the authority of the German monarch was oaoe 
more surrounded hy truly imperial splendor, the inner development 
of the state took such a turn which would soon lead to a decided 
destruction, and end the outer ’brilliance and prestige once and 
for alio 
FootnotfT’2 g

In Frederick Barharossa and Henry the Lion the whole tragedy 
and difficulty as well as the greatness of the'High Middle Ages in 
German history are dramatizedo
Footnote't̂ s

The Westeuropean states had grown up under the protection 
of the German empire* How they did no longer want to acknowledge 
the hegemony of the empire» This was the tragedy ©f the development 
of the German state that the empire had to reach "beyond its "borders 
to maintain its hegemony* It could not possibly hold these areas 
permanently and the attempts to do so presented too heavy a drain on 
the resources of the imperial administration, that finally it broke 
under the burden o 
G11PESH OHS 
Page 2 §

The twelfth century earn be called the first century of a new
Europe©
Footnote l©s

From this dissolution came certain chain reactions, the ideals

1©3



©f ̂  state68- aad ehnreh** ̂ the hourgeoisie and the laity s the spirit 
aad elpriealisra'©f the eeming eentnpies as well as the seienees ef 
eenfliets diale ©tie, $fctil©ee$hr» edhelaetieisB, the art ©f the min=* 
strels? the eo'mrtly epie and r©raanee9 the Sethie arehiteeture and 
polyphonie music at the end ©f the centuryo 
0HSBE1B fl©
Footnote 27s

Germany steed at a turning point in its history®
fIBBE '

Page 25 s
Hemy the lion he longs t© the great heroes of German

history o

In his work the fallen lion had heem victorious over his 
prosecutors in the end®
Footnote 45®

It was very important for the psychological development of 
Henry the hion that his childhood fell into a turbulent period when 
his family was struggling to maintain its prestige9 its.power9 yes - 
its very Oris tense® He -*as only ten when he became the head of an 
important faction which with stubborn eadts^nce was fighting the 
HehenstaufensS his experiences helped him to grow up quickly into 
an able and self confident man® Hut he did not only gain valuable 
insights into the realm of human affairs and wars e In the proud 
realisation that his position depended upon his own ability to 
conquer superior forces9 Henry acquired a sensd of pride and aeeem-* 
plishment 9 and with it a certain hardness? an unbending self confidence ? 
and finally the ©verestimatiom of his powers® It were these faults 
8$ character that presented Henry8 s greatest weakness? and seen in 
this lî at the tragi© catastrophe that overtook him cannot only be 
explained? but appears to be almost inevitableo



Footnote 69s
Frederiek Earbarosss neeogniaed formally in 1154 #iat lemy 

bad been claiming for years& that is, the right to establish new 
bishopries on the eastern shores of the Elbe liver and to invest 
the bishopso They would receive from Henry what was actually a 
royal prerogatives a mam. ipsius, quod regni iuris est, taaquam 
a nostra reeiplant»
Footnote 91$

He thus set out to consolidate his power in Germanyg he 
was going to punish the man who had risen against him, who had 
dared to claim equality, and was mainly responsible for the recent 
defeat» Frederick was determined to take every revenge on Henry and 
to end the other0 s participation and power in imperial affairs0 
Footnote 99 $

And yet with all his stubborn pride, Henry the Mon was a 
great man* There are no small measures about his, no mean features* 
His Ife was as truly great as he himself conceived of it©
Footnote 1 4 6$

©n the same day the herd Emperor had taken a short cut into 
the valley and had safely crossed a rapid-flowing river® He stored 
to eat® As he felt uncomfortable and tired from the many events of 
the past month and was going to take. a bath in the same river, he 
drowned in the rushing waters# 
iffiKEEE FOUR 
Footnotes151$

There was neither a victor nor a loser in the trial of 
Henry the Morn® loth lost, the emperor and his proud adversary®
The victor was the idea of the supremacy of the nobilty in its 
relationship to the emperor®
Footnote 158$

The fieriest admirer of Frederick I and his exceptional 
ability as a statesman must confess that he made an error at this 
occasion, forgivable because of the accompanying circumstances.



"be*, of me less fatal l»pertaa@e» 
feetaete 161s

It is almest am abselmte meeessity te assume that this "break 
in the friendly and familiar relationship "between emperor and duke 
had "begum at a personal interview and had turned into irreeoneilahle 
enmity*
Footnote 1948

The military service in a campaign in Italy has mo legal 
"basis in and of itself9 maless this was established "by the princes 
in every ease® @f eonrse the king ©omld threaten the princes with 
his disfavor if they did not consento It was probably thus in the 
ease of Henry the lion that he had lost the emperor? s favor© This 
however was only a matter of personal enmity and as such the refusal 
cannot be called an actual legal reason for the trial©
Footnote 2©4s

W® have really no reason to see in the reatus maiestatis 
anything else except what the word means in legal terminology $ an 
act against th4 emperor and the empire 5 especially aliquid factiosum = 
a conspiracy©



Bo Latin 
GUFFSE FOBE 
?age Sis

o«» Tseeatise ©f M s  ®wa e©mspiraej with the ©̂ai'bards against 
the empire? he utterly refused t© help »= o besides? moreover? he 
im#ted the Slavs to mar oh into the province of Qount Bietrieh wMoh 
they devastated as far as hubin (hausits)o 
Page 828

lo SIso the emperor held a diet at forms? after Christmas? 
where Henry? Duke of Saxony? was aooused of eonspirat̂ r against the 
emperor o

2o Therefore ? mindful of the conduct that Buke Henry had 
exMhited against him at Ohiaveiraa? and "because of his prom&tiom of 
hostilities with the Italians against the empire? he (the emperor) 
is vehemently angered and together with the princes wants to conquer 
the duke © .
Page 83s S-,;.-*

There in the presence of the court? the emperor complainted 
pmblieally about herd Henry? Duke of Bavaria and Saxony? his kinsman? 
who plainly was plotting against the kingdom and the emperor5 s life 
as well© . .
Page 86s

lo 000 remaining part of Saxony was obtained by Count 
Bernard of Anhalt©

2© Duke Henry was called by the emperor to the diet of 
Wurzburg and being contumacious? the sentence of the princes was 
treason and they abjudicated Ms private possessions and substituted 
Count Bernard as Duke of Saxony©

3© The emperor celebrated a diet at Wurzburg in the week 
of Epiphany? and Duke Henry refused to come for a third time© There
fore the sentence of all the princes declared it high treason and 
he was deprived of all his hereditary holdings and the fiefs he 
possessed v©» Selnhausem ©©© Count Bernard obtains the Duchy of Saxony
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from the emperor o 
Fage 88|

lo leaagr9 whose losg ago relellioa did not prevail, re- 
quested peace from the emperor and was aeeeptedb But he had t© 
relinquish all powers9 and was commanded to do so at the diet of 
Erfurt ahout the feast of Sto Jndrewo The private honors of, the 
duke were conferred upon Count Bernard o

2© #ien he himself managed his @©untry.g there was no fear 
of violenee in the earth©
Page 89s

The duke lost all except Brunswick and Mmehurg •ssfeieh were 
assigned to him©
Footnote

The emperor was fleeing from capture to Gem© which received 
him© Such was the anxiety of the emperor and so naturally pressing 
his situations that he called Henryg Itike of Saxony$, hy messengers 
to Bake Como© Here in all humility, which was incongruent with the 
imperial majesty, he hogged him to prepare to help the imperial 
cause 9 to collect forces quickly and conduct them to Italy© The thus 
petitioned duke did not give his consent, whereupon, there was discord 
between them©
Footnote 1648

The emperor, h©wever| send imperial messengers to Germany for 
direct supplementary forces, especially to Henry, the son of his 
uncle, the Duke of Saxony and Bavaria, to come to Ghiavenna where a 
talk occurred© Going against obvious precedent and periculously 
subverting the empire and the honor of the imperial majesty, the 
emperor greatly humiliated himself © puke Henry, however, seeking 
to subvert the empire and seeking power for himself $ demanded 
Goslar, situated in Saxony, as rightful benefice and donation for 
the expedition© She emperor, who did not want to pay the ignomanious 
eabortion with the fief, did not consent© Thereupon Henry grew 
angry at him and went away without helping «»•*© She emperor



remembered the insults Henry shewed him at QMsvemm®
fhereupea eae of the duke"s effieials9 ealled Jerdaausp 

saidg Sees my Lordg the imperial erem lies mew at your feet, sees 
it will em your heado 
Footnote 1608

As the emperor himself said, the duke was working with Manuel, 
the Byzantine emperor, to the detriment of himself and the Homan 
empire, and aeomsed him of many deeds of treason and perjurye Also 
' he accused him of treason against the majesty of the Roman emperor 
at the diet and called him to be judged by the courto 
Footnote 174s

By the sentence of the emperor himself and the judgment of the 
princes? the duke was deprived of the duchy of Saxony and the present 
Archbishop of Gologne and his diocese would receive all of West
phalia and Amgria with ducal powers©
Footnote 178s

• JS. general diet was celebrated in Wurzburg? where the emperor 
and the princes were going to settle the discord between us and our 
cousin Henry which had been newly originated by the Saxon duke and 
used to our ill©
Footnote 183s

Fhe emperor called a diet to Worms in the week of Epiphany 
in order to discuss the discord between the Archbishop of Cologne 
and the #ake of Saxony = All asked for justice against the duke 
from the emperor? but the duke was absent©
Footnote 185*

At Haldemslebem? nevertheless ? a conversation was set up in 
order to negotiate for what the Lord Empeppr desired©
Footnote 186g -

fhe emperor therefore went out with him to the agreed-upon 
place © fhe emperor expected five thousand markes from him so to be 
reconciled to him with regard to the imperial majesty? and also he. 
would mediate a reconciliation with the princes whom Henry had offended©



Ilf

Heaxy thomght 1% %o© haa?d. a 8.eelsi©3a t© reaSLer that mmeh meaey# 
s© he did net assent to the words ef the emperoro 
Footnote .1898

She drake also started a eonê Laraey in gwahia, dhiefly with 
the eorants of Zellexa and Teringen and several others,?
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0© Middle Si#. Gezmam 
©SKKEER fOSS ■
Page 8®8

1® Then 1m the fall Bishop Wichmann held the ®iake Henzy and 
"brought him to beg merey of the emperor© There Duke Henry lost all 
his elaims upon his allods and his £iefe»" except for Branswiek and 
Liineburg and it was decided that he should go from the ©ountry for 
three years©

2© There he (the emperor) distributed all his (the duke) land 
and fiefs and his allods $ and although, he (the duke) had no right to 
its, he was allowed to keep Mmeburg and Brunswick©
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